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VOL. XIV -NO.

HOLLAND,

23.

MICH.,

SATURDAY, JULY

11, 1885.

The building boom still continues in selldatlonwith the Third Reformed
Large crowdi from Grand Rapidi visit
MacatawaPark daily and the hot spell Holland. Rumors of proposed buildings Church appeara to have infused new life
are numerous. The plans for erecting a in wkat was once conaidered as a forlorn
The Stir Roller Skating Rink will be has a tendency to Increase the number of
regular guests. The camping grounds are new college building and a president’s remnant of a heretofore strong and influopen to-night.
being occupied and the cottages are rap- residence are meeting with approval ential congregation. The alow hut steady
everywhere. The sum of nearly three increase in the membership of what ia loPbof. Shields and mother are Yiiiting idly being filled.

LOCAL ITEMS.

The Holland City News
A Weekly Xewtpeper pnUlaked
every Saturday.

in Good Hope,

ill.

~

§ui!ine^
A letter weighing an ounce can

now

for

be mailed for one cent.

CoBuliiles Kirehut

'DEACH, W. H. OommiMlon

Merch&n
nt, and
Mrs. J. Duursexa, of Fremont, is visx> taler io Gmln, Floor tad Produce. Highest
n Brick iting old friends in this city.
market price paid
)ftld for wheat. Office In
atore, corner
orner Eighth
EIbIi and Flab street*.

A party of

Braga aai Xadlelan.

jQOESBURG. J.O. Dealer In Drags and

4

thousand dollars has been raised the past cally designated as the "Chapel” did nqt
T^o-morrow morning at 8 o’clock the week for the college building, and it is a admit of dissolution, but bad an opposite
steam yacht Cora Fuller leaves her dock settled fact that the building will be put tendsnoy. The result o! the meeting is

Muskegon on an excursion.The

up during the coming year. These new tbit the First Refermed Church has deon the return trip from buildings and the building of a new cided to build a new Church building
7 o’clock p. m. The fare church by the "First Reformed Church” on Cedar or Market atreets. The esti-

boat will leave

Muskegon
for the

Allegan’s young people

were in Holland last Sunday.

round

trip is $1.

will

add

much

to

mated coat of the building

the appearance of the

Wednesday last city, and will furnish labor to a large
number of mechanics snd laborers.
the Sanitariumat Battle Creek. The

Dr. D. M.
for

Xedi

at

Gee

left on

doilan, of which
is

is

•1

six thousand

amount about one

half

expectedto be raised by the congrega-

tion. The project is in the hands of an
The thermometer registered96 degrees doctor has been promised a complete cure
The new time card of the steamer Mac active and live committeeconsisting of
and will remain at the institution for a atawa has just been issued and the boat
in the shade last Wednesday.
Mesin. A. M. Kanters, Dr. H. Kremers,
T TAN PDTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Draga, Medlperiod
of two months. During his ab- now runs connectingwith all trains on the
cine*,Paints, Oils, etc. Proprietor of Dr. W.
J.
A. Ter Vree, A. Steke tee and G. Blank.
Van den Berge’s Family Medicines. Rim Street.
It is strange when we consider that ed
sence his efflce will be closed.
Chicago & West Michigan R’y as fdllowi: The most interestingand hopeful feature
itors often do wrong even when they do
jeaves Holland at 8 o’clock and 10:40 In connectedsfwlth this enterprise is the radiA telephone line is being constructed
write.
ineas.
the forenoon and at 2:10 and 6:15 in the cal manner in which they have outlined
between the Park and the city. The inFonlton.
Miss Annie and Renie Woltman, of strument will be connected with the city afternoon. Leaves the Park at 9 a. m. and their future, as will be seen by the language
2:45, 4:25 and 7:15 in the afternoon. A
of the following resolution, adopted by
\f EYER, BROUWER A OO., Dealers in all Chicago, are visiting in this city this exchange. Bert Barns, the manager of
Ivl kinds of Fnrnitare.Cartalns,
Wall Paper. week.
rip on Lake Michigan is made at 8 them as the basil upon which subscripthe exchange, informs us that the "phone”
Carpets, Coffins,Pictore Frames, etc.; River Bt.
o’clock p. m. on every pleasant day giv- tions and aid 4ere to be solicited.
will be connected to-nightand ready for
Samuel Smith brought the first box of
antral Btiltn.
ng an hour’s ride for the small aum of ten

cine8(Palnti and Oils, Brashes, &c. Physicians prescriptionscarefollypot np. Eighth St.

"ITAN PUTTEN,

O. A SONS, General Dealers in
Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and
Cape, Flour, Provisions,etc. River street.
Bottli,

rtlTY HOTEL,

Williams Bros., Proprietors.
hotel in the city. Is located in the business center of the town and has
one of the largest and belt sample rooms in the
state. Free bus in connection with the hotel.

\J

The only

first-class

T)H(ENIX HOTEL.

Jss. Ryder, proprietor.
Locatednear the C. A W. M. R'y depot, has
good facilities for the traveling public, snd' its
table
iblels
'
unsurpassed. Froe hack for accommo-

JT

dation of gnests.

TTAVERRATB, G.
ways be relied
hotel.

Outlaw

Iwuio*

two month’s visit wit# friends in

Il-

J., Livery

rigs

nal. The firm

The De

Hollander "prints” have a week’s

vacation daring which time no paper will
Stable;

of the Mutkegon Chroniele%has purchased panied with

name

tee. Will, we wish

a

he,fl

panorama which showed the iangUages.

1 There ia some consolationin the fact
now Dana & Steke- ous prisons in which the lecturer bad Li,attheoutcomeof the retroactivetendenyou a long and, suc- been confined. Hilderbrand’a lectuie was c|eg ^hlcb have raised so much havoc

the interestof D. C.

linois.

VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale
Iv Ninth street, near Market

I

/

and Boarding
and good horses can alon. On Fish street, near Scott's

Stable. Fine

business.

-

for a

Livsry sad Sals Itablsi.

JLL

Whereat, The use of the English lancents. Captain Harrington la alive to the guage Is constantly increasing among the
Monday.
The evening excursions to the Park wants of guests at the Park and does all in younger element of the congregation,aa
welt in the families and catechetical
from this city with music on board the his power to please and gratify them. His
The new store buildings of E. Van der
classes, as in the Sabbath school ; and
boat is one of the pleasant features of our steamer is kept clean and tidy and his pasWhereat,It is essential to a healthy
Veen and H. D. Post are nearing comple
pleasure resort. A liberal patronage of sengers are courteously treated.
Christiancultuie that parents and chiltlon.
these excursions will make them a perdren associate and labor togetherin the
------ — w
Hildkrbrand, the Reformed
churches and congregations;thereDon’t forget to try “The Leader” a first manent arrangement for the summer.
and former "pardner” of the James and (ore
class five cent cigar for sale by W. Baum- Remember this.
Younger boys, lectured in the Opera Retoived,That whenever this congregagartel.
Our old friend, W. J. Slekelee of Mus House last Thursday evening before a tion do proceed to build a new church,
Mrvlceiln
Uier«ln to 1)6
**
Rev. Dr. Steffens left last Wednesday kegon, who has long been the city editor, good bouse. The Urtnrfl
lecture was •rrnmaccom ^
condncted
lhe Holland and English

raspberries of this season to our office last

McKay

in that

jour

differentmodes of punishment in the varl-

is

a tirade of

cessful business career.

be issued.

abuse against prison official! wnhin the membership of this congrega-

a closer inspection, by the tion (g iD the opposite direction of what
Messrs. Walsh, De Roo & Co.,,, of the people,
pie, Into the dens in which the unfort- Wl8 dreaded. If the foture of tbs "First
Capt. F. R. Brower, of the steamer
Xanketorlsi, Xllli, Shops,Ito.
Standard Roller Mills, have received
lived an Lnates
nates are confined. Hia abuse was such Reformed Church, of Holland,” as an
8. B. Barker, of Ashland, Wls., is home
T>AUEL8, VAN TOTTEN A CO . Proprietors
order for seven hundred barrels of their /ao
as coul<
could only eminate from a man who baa Americanizingelement and factor U to be
of Plugger Mills. Manufacturers
Manufacture of now Pro- on a visit.
"Daisy” flour from Liverpool, England. rebelled against the authorities for a con- jadged correctly from the platform tbua
cess Flour, Near foot of Eighth street.
Our thanks are due to Mr. H. Bacon for The reputation of the flmu manufacture! finment of eighteen years and was too lald doWD| |t may al a|] timea claim till
*1TAN RAALTE, B., dealearin Farm imple- several boxes qf very choice black and red
by tbia firm ia extending throughout the severe to be credited as true. The audl- iympgthy and good will of tbs News.
V meots and machiuery. Cor. River and
Ninth Streets.
raspberries.
world. We hope that tfe Standard wil ence, however, listened with iLterest and Who ni§ lhal Dutch don’t believe In
Fhyilolau.
build up a good and prh^table foreign seemed to be highly entertained. | evolution ?
Four of Charlotte’sAldermen were here
trade.
T)E8T, R. B., Physicianand Surgeon, can be
IJ found in hie office in First Ward Drug Store, yesterdaylooking over our system of
Railroad Accident.
Water Work*.
on Eighth street.
Water Works.
The election of officers of Holland City
R. Kanters & Sons are now licensed I Last Friday night a serious railroad acT/'REMERS, fl..,Physicianand Surgeon. ResT. Keppel has the front in his new Lodge, No. 192, 1. O. O. F. occurred re- plumbers and have been very busy for the cident occurred in which the killing of
IV idence on Twelfth street, cor. of Mark
arket St.
Office at the drug store of Kremers A Bangs.. Ofbuilding on the corner of Eighth and cently and resulted as follows: John Hum- past week or ten days. The first tap of a number of persons was only averted by
fice hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m.,and from
to 0 p.m
mel, N.G.uJ. Kruislnga, Y. G.; L. D.
Cedar streets.
the water mains was made by them on good luck. The fast train from Chicago,
TTATES, 0. E.. Physician and Surgeon. Office
X at residence on the corner of River and Business in this city this summer is ex- Baldus, Secretary and Otto Breyman, last week Friday morning, on River street due it this stationat 8:80 p. m., by a misEleventhstreets, formerly occupied by the late Dr.
Treasurer. The lodge has had but a limin front of the store of Steketee & Bos, placed switch, ran from the main track to
Ledeboer.
cellent, much better than many of our
ited growth the past year but with the
who took water. Since this tap was made the turn table siding, at a speed of twelve
merchants expected.
Watofcti tad Jivtlry.
competent officers now at the head a suceight more parties have taken water and miles an hour, and only stopped on reach
Last Wednesday night a severe rain cessful term Is expected.
13 REYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker, Jeweler,and
Messrs. Kanters & Sons have done the ing tbs turn table pit, Into which the enX3 dealer in fancy goods. Corner of Market storm visited this locality accompanied
and Eighth streets.
The Royce Bell Ringers have what la plumbing. They have a large and com- glue and tender ran and were piled one
by a heavy gale of wind.
TI7YKHUY8EN, H., dealer in Watches,Clocks,
plete line of plumber goods, and with on top of the ether. Tbs baggage fiftr
termed a "one man orchestra,”a man
TV Jewelryand Spectacles,cor. Ninth and Cecompetent
men and the latest improved was nearly turned end for end, and
dar streets.
. The firm of Scregardua& Poatrna, cigar wboplaya seven inatrumenta at the same
methods
of
work can guarantee aatlsfac- considerablydamaged. The passen
manufacturer!,has been dissolved. H. time, and another feature of the program
tion. They are receiving orders for cars were uninjured, and the passe
Pofitma continues the business.
will be a duetto upon two zithers, a novelplumbing constlntiy and have their bands were only slightly shaken up. The
A picnic was held by some of the ty never given in tbia city. Their price working early in the morning and late et gine was No. 44, one of the heaviest
of admission being low they will no doubt
young ladies and gentlemen on last Thursx. o. of o. r.
have* large audience of the musicians night to fill orders for work. They also best engines on the road, and wm in
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, Independent day. They all report a good time.
have a large and complete line of portable hands of Engineer Geo. Foster, whe, on
and lovers of mnalc of our city,
1 “ its regular meetings
Order of Odd Fellows, holds
at Odd Fbllow’s Hal), Holland, Mich., on Tuesday
fountains, garden boee, hose reels, end discovering that the switch wm misThe schooner Wollin met with an accievenlugof each week.
The Royce Swiss Bell Ringers will give hydrants of all kinds. If you are con- placed, applied the air brakM and reVisiting brothers are cordiallyInvited.
dent in Chicago on Wedneaday last. She
A. J. Clahk, N. G.
one
of their pleasing entertainments in the templating connecting your premiiM with versed the engine, but as it wm down
collided
with
another
schooner
and
part
of
W. Zikh, R. B.
Opera
Honse next Wednesday evening, the water work* consult them and get fig- grade be could not stop in time. When
her rigging was carried away.
r. A A. X.
July 15. This com piny of bell ringers ures before looking elsewhere. They rec- the engine wm about twenty feet from
A Regular Communicationof Umitt Lodok,
The Chicago and West Micb. R’j is comes here with good recommendations ognlzo the advisabilityof advertising lib- the table, both engineer and fireman
No. 191. F. A A. M., will be held at Maaonic
Holland, Mich., at 7 o'clock,on Wednesday now running a parlor car through to De- from every plsce they have visited in this erally and we uk all our readers to read jumped and thus Mved their Uvea. The
evenings. Jan. 28, Feb. 28, March SB, April 22, troit without change via Grand Rapidi,
I passenger ctrs were switched bsck
portion of the state and they should meet their new "ads” in this
Mav *7; June M, July 22, Aug. 19, Sept. 2S, Oct. *1.
Nor. 18, Dec. 16. bt. John,s days Jnne 24, and leaving here every morning at 10:15.
on to the main track, the baggage trans
with
a
good
reception from Holland.
Dec. 27.
The Fourth in
I (erred, and the train wu
then taken to
O. Bbbtxav, W. M.
The
admissionhas been plsced at twentyThr wealthy editon of the state bava
D. L. Bors.dfc'v.
five cents with no extra charge for reThe one hundred end ninth national 0r*“'1 «*P14* b^» "eight andne. The
been sojourningat Traverse City and Peserved seats which can be procured at holiday ha. come end gone. The dly ™rk of faring the wreck wu at once
toikey this week. Our wealth being in
parbrtjj.
Breyman’a store.
wu quietly obeerred In thl. city end no commenced ud et hell put eleten
the bancs of our delinquent subscriber!,

d
^ >and

a plea
p

for

X

m

fi

.

issue.

EolUnl

Out

we had to stay at borne.
The farmers of this locality are buay
(WH0LXSAL1.)
haying. The crop la light but is being
Mr. and Mrs. J. Den Herder and young(OomcUd every Friday ft B, J. Barrington.)
gathered in good condition. The prosApples, 80c; Beans, 60c, $1.00; Batter, 9,10c; est son George, of Zeeland, are visitingin
Eggs, lie; Honey, lie; Onions, 80c; Potetoes,
pects for wheat are good and a large yield
Marion, N. Y. They are the guests o
20c. New Potatoes, 60c.
is expected. Harvesting will commence
uran.
Rev. M. Kolleyn, paster of the Reformed
Produce, Etc.

Apples. 60c; Beans, $1.15; Batter, 11, 12c;
Eggs, 18c; Honey, 14c; Onions, 80c; Potatoes, 30c.

Church

of that place.

celebration wu

had.

A

large

number of

o

clfk 8llord,J “ornln*'
00

the citizensof Holland and vicinity wentlende/»‘r*
to

Grand Rapid, ud other towns. The
wu pleusnt and delightful for ,

day

quiet observanceot the anniversary of

w“
the

^

lb*

,he •n«ln«

T1»

“d

‘D*lne

d,“or»,lzed“d "** tol“" *°
shops In Muakegoo, where It will be

our thoroughly overhauled. The turn Uble

Thou of onr cltluna who w“ b~k“ “d, “>e b“’J timber' were
next week. Corn, though backward,
remained al home went to the Park and ,n,*!lled'nt0 •Pll®****.The wreck wu e
national birth.

with plenty of good weather will yield a

,“d

the steamer.Macatawa, A. B. Taylor and m#“ comp'eU) “eTlewed »
Some two hundred people from Grand good crop. Oats and other crops promCora Fuller were busy Ml day running be- !«*• nambM of olUze“ol tb» ofRapids came on the morning train y ester ise fairly well. There will be but a small
tween the city and Park and were crowded flcials et the etetion venture the opinion
{Corrected every Friday by W. H. Beach.)
day for Macatawa Park. They brought a crop of peaches, but of other fruits a large
with pauengere every trip. The Fonn- th»« the cause of the eccW.nt lays at the
Bnckwheat, 40c; Bran, V 100 t>s.l65c; Barley
brass band with them and seemed to be crop. THese facts are encouraging to the
ville Band inrniahed music and during the d«>r °r ‘ome m*lidot“ dividual and
busineM interestsof this communityand
out for a day’s enjoyment.
uorn ait
day played a few piece. In front of the n0,,0,be careluaneuof the employe..
the outlook is good for a brisk fall trade.
City Hotel In the city. The band pi,,, This theory is not a pleaunt one to look
i9^nUWddllSr»-100 *>0.; 8Uc; Oat*. *S2e;
the musical entertainment next
Pearl Barley J? 100 tbs., $6.00; Rye, BOc: Timothy
ednesday evening at Lyceum Opera ' Mr. J. Flieman, the wagon manufac- very well and have a nice uniform which aP°a- U “ l“>poulble to believe that any
Seed, $2.00; Wheat, white, 88{ Red Fulta, 88;
Lancaster Red, 90.
House Miss Nellie Hoskins, the noted turer, it making extensiveimprovements gives the organizationa splendid appear- community like thl. could harbor inch a
amiu
ance. The Hotels, the ahalingrink, ud vlllalnaut person, and conwquentlyit Is
.lady violinist will render Gnngl’s famous at hia place of business on River street.
Buckwheat. 80c; Bran, V 100 Ms-, 75c; Barley, V
the bowery dances were patronizedHb,,. net the prevaUIng ophtlon thU theacci.
160 Da.. $1.10; Clover seed, 9 fc„ $5.50; Corn Wody "Sounds from Home.”
He i|tends to erect an addition to hit
ally and Ml mad. out well. It
dent lath, runlte a malldou. moUve.
present ahop 22x53 feet In size, the first
Frame H. Stevens, of Chicago, is visitmated
that fully three thousand people l^b* mo,t le®*™1 •enlhnenl la that the
story of which win be osed m a show
witch wu turned by mistake. The em’Rye,'*
flic;
Timothy ing Jacob G. and Ben Van Patten. room for his buggies and wagons, of visited the Park on the Fourth.
..... sYsust'*'*'
ploye last at the switch la poeitlv. that he
fililStevens Is in the employ of the Hartford
which he hM a largo assortment Hehaa
A law Church Building.
placed It In
IniuraneeOo. He Is infatuated with this
secured the aervicee of a first-class carcity and with the girls of Holland.
ria|, winter who will do all tbt palatine
in will be
i wu held
The new tannery undertakingat
r Flieman
H.ren, In which Umn. M«tz and 1
GraiOt Peed, Eto.
(WUOLBBALB.)

1.

m ‘

m

_ -

_

*d.f

.

.

.

nanoMand

^

m

m

;

|^5,

|o!k|iI iifs

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

—care —greatly
ITThampered
— 77“:

--

~

and ^
---indorses

--the —
voters’ *union memorial; fclUie citizena in their efforts to subdue the vors the civil Sabbath, and recognizes civil
flames. The total loss of tobacco is nearly governmentas ordained by God.
eleven thousand cases, worth about fifty
Lambert Tree, of Chicago, has been
dollars a case. The losses are quite well
appointed
Minister to Belgium; Samuel T.
covered by insurance.
Hauser, of Helena, M. T., Governor of
the Territoryof Montana; ex- Congressman
Stevenson, of Illinois, First AssistantPostJohn Martin, one of the two escaped master General, to succeed Malcolm Hay,
of Pennsylvania,resigned on account of
negroes implicated in the outrage and murill-health; John E. Lamb, United States
der of Mrs. Hazell, at Elkhart, Texas, was District Attorn' y for the Districtof Intaken out of the Grayson County Jail and diana.
the fire brigade

ADDITIONAL

“y

<r.

ss

HEW& Tl

r

New York has

A farmers’ newspaper of

TouBg Woman and Two

inalyzed 3,500 specialcrop reports from its
farmer subscribers,and concludes that the

CleYoland.

winter-wheatcrop will aggregate 210,In
i
000,000 bushels, and ’the spring- wheat
crop iod,uuii,uuu
155,000,000bqshels,
ousneis, . ma'iing
marine an
[Cleveland (Ohio) dispatch.
aggregate crop of <865,000,000 bushels,
The occupants of a two-story frame*
a falling off of 147,000,000bushels
from last year’s crop. Oats will be the tenement house In Broadway, near the*
largest crop ever harvested.' The com Nickel-PlateRailway station, were awakarea is larger than ever before, and ened by a smell of smoke. A few minuteslynched. This makes six victims of Judge
the outlook good for an average yield per later the building was in flames, and a terLynch for the murder of Mrs. Hazell.
acre.... A decision of Judge Lawrence in rible panic ensued, A number of familiesEighteen horse-thieves have been
Independence Day was celebrate! in the New York Supreme Court has the effect
hanged in Texas in two weeks, and detectof affirmingthe title of Stephen B. Elkins
the usual way thronghoutthe conntry. In
ives are hunting others with bloodhounds.
to one-fifthof the Mora land grant in New
Chicago
25,000
people
attended
the
Wash... .A colored mob at Adams Station, Miss.,
Mexico.
fortnnateswere Fannie and Sarah Bosenlynched Ben Holt, a negro, who had killed ington Park races, and 20,000 more assemA St. Petersburg correspondentsays tergi aged 8 and 11 years respectively^
his wife.
bled at the Base Ball Park to witness the
that the convention with Bnssia was al- daughters of a widow, and Rosa Meisel^
Andre J. Dumont, the most influential contests between the Chicago and New
their cousin, who was spending the night;
ready prepared when Mr. Gladstone rewith them, Mrs. Rosenberg and her eldcolored Bepublican leader in Louisiana, York clnbs. At Washington the President
spent most of the day at the White Honse, signed, and, therefore, it only requires est daughter, Esther, who had been in>
committedsuicide at New Orleans by blowattending to bnsiness. Minister Phelps’ Lord Salisbury’s signature.In the En- the same apartment with the threo
ing out his brains. He was an ex- State reception at London was attended by 500
who lost their lives, were rescued withi
Senator, had served in every Bepublican Americans and many distinguished for- glish Honse of Lords the Marquis of Salismuch difficulty.Rosa Meisel was to have
nationalconventionsince the close of the eigners.In the evening Cyrus W. Field bury made a statement to the effect that he
been married next week to Theodore Frau,,
war, and was until recently naval officer at gave a banquet, attended,among oth- would continue the policy adopted by Mr.
Gladstone in. regard to the negotiations who slept in the same building, Frau was.
New Orleans.
ers, by Minister Phelps, Senator Edmunds,
with Bussia'for the settlement of the fron- almost beside himself, and rushed madly
Near Waldron, Texas, a waterspout the Duke of Argyll, and John Bright tier of Afghanistan. The work of forti- through the flames and smoke in search of
struck a freight train, deluging the engi- A monument erected by the people of fying the Bosphorus has been stopped, his affianced bride. Again and again hfrBloomington,Hlinois, over the grave of the
owing to
conviction that there called her name, bnt received no response.
neer, fireman, and brakemen, who abanlate singer, Marie Litta, was unveiled in
is
no
farther
danger
of collision between He pounded on her bed-room door, but
doned the train and climbed trees just in the presence of ten thonsand people, exwas not admitted. The flames were every
diaugt
time to avoid a wave of water eight feet Senator David Davis presidingover the England and Russia ..... Mr. 'Bradlaugh
second growing fiercer and the smoke morelin attempted to take his seat in the
again
high and fully one hundred feet wide.
A ceremonies. A memorial monnment to
suffocating. He was about to give upia
case of yellow fever was last week discov- General Garfield was unveiledat Golden British House of Commons, but a motion
despair when he stumbled against a female
offered
by
Sir
Michael
Hicks-Beach
preered in New Orleans, the patient,who is Gate Park, San Francisco. At the Tamvailed that he be refused permission to figure in the hall. He thought it was hl»
convalescent, being a native of the city.
many celebration in New York, a letter
swear, and that the Sergeant-at-Armsbe Rosa. Lifting the girl in his arms, he
was read from President Cleveland directed to exclude him from the precincts rushed to the window and sprang out,
in which he expressed the conviction
the girl pressed to his breast I»
of the House unless he engaged not to dis-

THE SOUTH.

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THE EAST*
The new

How York

city directory of

in-

dicates that the population of the metropolis

now is at lepit 1,653,000, being about 60,000
more than a year ago.

Edwabd A. Botd

and George H. Boyd,

father and son, convicted of defrauding the

Governmentby illegally importing platefflan, were sentenced at New York, the
father to two veara in prison and the son to
pay a fine of $1,000. . .The failure of the
Westmoreland County Coal and Coke Company, of Greensburg, Pa., with liabilitiesof
several thousand dollars, is announced. . .
The trial of Mrs. Ysenlt Dudley for shooting O'Donovan Bossa resulted in her acquittal on the ground of insanity. . .The
produce exports from New York last week
were valued at $6,915,587.
. Snow
fell in
Greene County, New York, on the 30th
.

.

.

.

.

nit

Kelly,

a negro,

and Murphy, a

man, fought fifty-seven rounds with bare
knuckles near Westfield, Mass., the negro

knocking his opponent unoonsciousin the
last round. John L. Sullivan was referee,
and the stakes were $500. . .James Bussell
Lowell has presented to the library of Harvard College a valuable collectionof rare
books, picked up by him during his eight
years' sojourn in Europe.

GENERAL.

____

.

.

.

WASHINGTON.

The commission

of Charles O. Olson,

Henby Ward Beecher announced in recentlyappointed to take testimony in
Plymouth Church last Sunday that the Europe for the Court of Alabama Claims,
series of sermons he has been preachiug on has been revoked, proof having been subevolution would be discontinued until next mitted that ho made corrupt overtures to
fall, when he would preach on such subCongressman Leopold Morse in connection
jects as the “Miracles, " “Payer. ’’ “The witn his application for the Gothenburg
Atonement,” “The Divine Savior Jesus.” consulate .... The reductionin the public
and “Immortality. The much-adver- debt during June was $8,993,993.75. The
tised national encampment at Philadelphia total receiptsfor the fiscal year ended June
has proved a failure,anfl fears are ex- 30 were $322,590,776.13; expenditures,
pressed among the participants that the $202,788,452.42. The receiptsof the preprizes will not be P
paid....Hanlanand ceding fiscal year were $348,519,869.92;exrowed three miles, with a turn, at penditures, $244,126,244.34.
Sylvia Lake, St Lawrence County, New
The announcement is made that Mr.
fork, the former winning easily in fifteen
Keiley, recentlyappointed Minister to Ausminutes twenty-twoseconds.
tria-Hungary,will not be recalled. He will
.

.

.

THE WEST.
Azari, Silvestri,and Gelardi, three of
the five Italians implicated in the Caruso

murder at Chicago, were convicted and
the death penalty fixed by the jury. Mercuric and Bova were declared not guilty.

The murder was one of the most
fiendish in the criminal annals of
Chicago. The victim was

com-

a friend,

and fellow-countryman of the assassins.While he was being shaved by
panion,

one of them, two others threw a rope over
the neck of thd unsuspectingman. pnd,
after choking him till life was extinct, hurried out purchased a large trunk, and
pkcksd the remains into it They then
shouldered the ghastly freight went into
the street, hired an express wagon, carted

the body to the depot and shipped
to Pittsburgh. Two of the murderers were arrested in New

In the

United, States Circuit Court at

New

Keoknk, Iowa, Thomas Thatcher, of

York, was appointedreceiverof the Missouri, Iowa and NebraskaBailroad,one of
the lines recently severed from the Wabash
system. At Springfield, III, Gen. John
MoNulta was appointed receiverof the Toledo, Cincinnati and St. Louis Bailway,

of IndianapPeshtigo,Wisconsin, twentyfive buildings were destroyed by fire,
the losses aggregating $75,000. * Babcock
Co.’s shingle-milland 60,000
feet of lumber at Manistee, Mich., were
rice Judge Howland,

olis.... At

A

burned, with a loss of $45,000. . .The only
son of Mr. Thomas Kilpatrick,a Cleveland
dry goods merchant, who was suffering
from diphtheria,was killed by a leading
druggist ordering a stronger dose of medicine than called for in the prescription
The settlersin the neighborhood
iborhood of Durango, Colo., fear trouble with the Indians,
and are asking for protection.
.

Gen. Augur thinks that

the troubles

with the Colorado Utes have been bronght
on by the cowboys and that they have been
greatly exaggerated. Indian

Commissioner

Atkins expresses the opinion that the sensational reports recently sent out were in
pursuanceof a scheme to dispossess the
Ute's
their reservatioulands....

of

be Secretary of the Legation of the United
States to China; Charles Denby, Jr., of Indiana, son of the new Ministerto China,
to be second Secretary of the Legation of
the United States to China; William Dorsheimerto be United States Attorney for
the Sonthem District of New York; Martin
T. McMahon, to be United States Marshal
for the same District; Benjamin F. Jonas,
of Louisiana, to be Collectorof Customs for
the District of New Orleans; E. S. Wilson,
of Jackson, Miss, the editor and proprietor
of the New Mississippian, to be Receiver
of Public Moneys at Evanston,Wyoming;
James B. Hayes, of Wisconsin,to be Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court of the Territory
of Idaho. To be Marshals of the United
States — William L. Cabel, of Texas, for
the NorthernDistrictof Texas; James M.
Liddell,for the Northern District of Mississippi. To be Attorneys of the United
States— Robert S. Shields, of Ohio, for the
Northern District of Ohio; Charles B.
Pearce, of Texas, for the Northern District
of Texas. To be Postmasters— -Mattie K.
Chisman, at Hampton, Va.; Bartholomew
Tristman, at Marion, Ohio; Thomas H.
Beale, at Hamilton. N. Y.; Samuel M.
Childs, at Atlantic, Iowa; Horace F. Alexander, at Ludington,Mich.; M. A. Barnett,
at Madison, Ind.

The

President has appointed Edward

Duffy Postmasterat Ann Arbor, Michigan;

.

.

.

turb the proceedings ..... According to ths
Pall Mall Gazette, the traffic in young girls
for immoral purposes has increased alarm-

should insure an harmonious party, united in Jefferingly in England of recent years. TheGazette
sonian Democracy. In the intercollegiate
mentionsthe names of men prominent in
boat-raceat Worcester, Mass., the Cornell
society in connectionwith the business,
crew came in first, Brown second, Bowdoin
and promises farther revelations....Conthird, and Pennsylvania last. The national
sul* General Waller is organizing a relief
flag hung at half-mast from the most
society for the benefit of Americans who
prominent bnildings in Salt Lake, includbecome stranded in London.... The suming lira City Hall, Court House, and Mormon Tabernacle.Angry nrotestswere mer assizes opened in Ireland, with a very
small criminal docket, and no cases of agramade by Gentile citizens, and a riot seemed
rian crime on the calendar.
At a meeting
inevitablewhen the flags on the City Hall
and Court House were run up to full mast in Paris, five hundred Legitimistsresolved
The other flags remained at half- to support the Comtesse de Chambord.
Edward Finch and sister,aged, remast until nightfall. The use of firethe people, this result of itself

.

.

Heavy rainstorms visited Eastern Kan- Joseph H. Gillespie,Surveyor of Customs
sas and Western Missouri last week. for the port of Chattanooga, Tenn. ; Darius
The work of gathering the wheat H. Ingraham, of Maine, Consul of the
crop is bronght to a standstill,and United States at Cadiz; James Tanner L^e,
he damage is reported as great.... of Maryland,Secretary of Legation of the
The Secretary of the Kansas Board of United States to Austria-Hungary; and
Agriculture estimates the wheat yield of Nathan B. Gatchel, Appraiser of Merthe State this year at 12,233.385bushels. chandise in the District of Buffalo Ccreek,
. .Gold and silver coins valued at $1,(K)0
New York.
have been nnearthed on a farm near
The Prohibitionistsof Ohio met in State
Bacine, Ohio, including a number of old
and rare American and foreign pieces. Conventionat Springfield,over 600 deleThere have been traditions of bnried treas- gates being in attendance.B. ft Higley,
ure in the neighborhoodsince its earliest of Mahoning County, presided. The folsettlement.
.Meetings held by Mormon lowing ticket was nominated:Governor,
missionariesat rural school-housesin Dr. A. B. Leonard, of Springfield; LieuWalmsh County, Indiana, have been tenant Governor, Prof. W. G. Frost, of
broken up by indignant citizens, who rid- Lorain County; Sapreme Jndge, Giddled the doors and windows of the build- eon Stewart, of Huron County; Treas.

that "if the present administration
meets the intelligentapproval of

works and pistols caused the nsnal number of accidents.At. La Harpe. Ill, while
Charley Comstock,aged 16, was endeavorgo to Vienna, and if the Austrian govern- ing to discharge a toy cannon, a premature
ment refuses to receive him the United explosion took place, badly burning the lad
States will remain unrepresentedat that about the head and face. A few moments
capital
afterward he went to his home, seized a reThe call for a statement of the condition volver,and shot himself through the heart
of the national bonks at the close of busi- At Oakland, Iowa, while the races were in
progress,a running hone plunged into the
ness July 1 contains for the first time a note
/rowd, injuring fifteen people. At Yankto bank officialsasking that under the head ton, Dakota, Marcus Johnson, while dancof specie they report the amount of silver ing, suddenly fell to the floor and expired
dollars separately,instead of the aggregate, of heart disease.
as always has been done. This request is
Bio Bear and a number of his braves
made with a view to getting accurate statiswere
Raptured near Carleton by the Canatics as to the location of silver ..... Land
Commissioner Sparks has made a co’mplate dian mounted police.... Riel, the halflist of ca*es where the public lands have breed chieftain,has written a letter exbeen improperly fenced, and in every in- pressing a desire to be tried before the
stance the parties have been notified to re- Supreme Court of Lower Canada. He
move the fences. . .It is reported that in denies that he incited the recent rebellion
case the Astrian Government refuses to in the Northwest Territory,and says that
recognize Minister Keiley officially,James he was absent when the people resolved to
Fenner Lee, of Maryland,Secretary of the take up arms.... Dr. Walter H. Lenox
Legation, will be authorized to perform the Maxwell, who murdered C. Arthur Preller
duties of Minister.
at the SouthernHotel, in St Louis, is in

York while in the act of purchasingpassage to Italy with money taken from the
clothes of their victim ____ The trial of
POI4T1CAI*
Joseph C. Mack in, of Chicago, for perjury
The followingappointmentsby the
in connection with the recent election
fraud inouiry, resulted ip a verdict of Presidentare announced from WashingI, and a t
guilty,
sentenceof five years’ im- ton: William W. BockhiU, of Maryland,to
prisoument in the Penitentiary.

I

a

white

.

.

.

spectively,75 and 80 years, and a colored
boy who slept in the house, were murdered

the leap he broke his arm and received other injuries. Once upon terra,
firma, he looked into the face of themaidea

he had rescued. It was not the face of hi*
affiancedwife, but a girl named Cohen, of
the same age, and came build as his sweetheart. At that very moment Bosa Meisel
was struggling with death in her room
above. The noise and confusionhad nofc

awakened Rosa and her two room-mates,
the Rosenberg girls, until it was too lateWhile the other occupants of the building
were leaping from the windows or being
rescued by ladders, the cry ran out that
there were three girls in a rear

were

or two cases

States.
No.
miEcondnot Alabama
.....................

for personal

and unfitness,and the others for partisanship:
R. P. Pullman, at Eureka Springs. Ark. ;
Frank W. Havill, at Mount Carmel, Wabash
County, III; Annie Brennook, at Dunlap. Iowa;
John W. Pence, at Anderson, Ind.; CharlesH.
Reed, at Corinth, Miss. ; Alexander M. Dick, at
West Newton, Pa.; John T. Kilgore, at Longview, Tex. ; Leslie E. Brooks, at Mobile. Ala.,
vice J. E. Slaughter, suspended ; Samuel
8. Thompson at Birmingham, Ala., vice

M.

a

Shaw, Jr., at Blddeford,Me., vice
the income from the endowment fund and E.
Banks, suspended;
0. E. Forbes,
spend
whatever may come -from the sale of Gem at Bt Paul, Neb., vice
A. KerbGrant’s book. Visitors at Mount Mac- dall, suspended;Samuel C. Hoage, at Napoleon,
O., vice L. W. Randall, suspended; Jeptha
Gregor are so numerous as to have become
M, Fowlkes, at Memphis, Tenn., vice J. H.
a great annoyance to the family of the dv- Smith, suspended; L.D. Palmer, at Yankton,
ing hero.
Dakota,vloe W. 8. Bowen, suspended; Charles
W. Button, at Lynchburg, Va., vloe R. W. P.
Latest reports from the United States Morris,
suspended;William Herbert,at Alexof Colombia indicate a critical condition of andria, Va., vloe D. A Windsor, suspended.
affairs there. There is danger that the insurgents may take Bogota, the capital,

THE MARKETS.

and

NEW YORK.

Beeves ...........................
@ 7.00
Hogs ...... ......................4.23 $ 4.75
reported that English and German bnsiness WHEAT-Na 1 White ............1.00 <#1.01)6
No. 2 Red. ............... 99 01.00
booses in Mexico are throwingobstacles in
Corn— No. 2 ....................... 53*40 .54)4
the way of closer commercialrelationsbe- Oats— White ....................
' .38 0 .42
tween Americans and Mexicans,and in PoRE-New Mess .................n.25 01175
..........................
..... 06)4® .07
conserjuencemuch ill-feelinghas been
CHICAGO.
causec
Beeves— Choice to Prime Steers. 6.00 0 6.50
Good Shipping ......... 6.50 & 6.00
Butchers .............. 4.6O 0 5.00
Hogs..,.. ........................4.25 0 4.75
FLOUB-Fsncy Red Winter Ex.. 5.25 0 5.75
Two members of the Salisbury governPrime to Choice Spring. 4.00 0 4.75
No. 2 8pring .............
87 0 .87%
ment have made significant'speechesin )Vheat—
OOBK— No. 2. ...................... 47
.47)4
England. Lord Arthur William Hill de- Oats— No. 2. ...................... 31 0 .32
Rye— No. 2 ........................ 61
.63
clared that coercion laws for Ireland were Barley-No. .................... 47 0 .60
needless; that the existing land aot was a Butter— Choice Creamery ....... 16 0 .17
Fine Dairy .............13 0 .15
failure, and that he would support the land
Cheese— Full Cream, new....... .07 0 .08
franchise bill proposed by the Gladstone
Light Skimmed .........02)60 .03)4
ministry. Lord John Manners,Postmaster Eggs— Fresh .....................* .11 ® .12
General,promised that the new Cabinet Potatoes— New, per brl ......... 2.00 0 2.75
would try to restore order in Egypt and to PoRK-Mess......................10.00 010.60
LAUD .................
C.C0 0 6.75
terminate the tension in the Afghan frontier
• TOLEDO.
which threatens India; also to increase the Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... 91 0 .92
.49
efficacy of local administration....Bine Corn— No. 2 ....................... 47
Grass, formerly owned by J. R. Keene, won Oats— Na 2 ..................34 0 .36
MILWAUKEE.
the race for the Northumberland plate, Wheat— No.j ..................... g? 0 .88
worth 1,000 sovereigns, at Newcastle, Corn-No. 2 .................... .46 0 .48
England.
Oats— No. 2 ....................... 32 0 .33
.

FOREIGN*

.

0
0

„
„

:i

0

.

The

Rye-No.

w

success

Kansas
_ ------*••••••••••••••••••••
•

-

.

Minnesota .....................
Mississippi ...............
2
Missouri .......................
:::::::: 4
Nebraska ...................
New York ....................
Pennsylvania. ...............
South Carolina ...............
Tennessee.....................
Texas. ........................
1
V.rglnla ......................
1
Washington Territory ........
...

...

Wisconsin.....

l.

.......................

eo

0

.62

2

....

Hit— Timothy.... ...............14.00 010.00
PORK-Mess .....................10.50 010.75

^ „.
WHEAT-Na

CINCINNATI
2

'

RTE-Nq.2FaU
Pork— Mess

i

:N>

0
0

.49
.35

DETROIT.

TOte

m*

Wheat— No. 1
' 96 §
Corn— Na ....................... 43 3 .49
Oats-No.2 White ........ ....... 37 0 .38
Pork— New Mem. ...............11.50 01100
INDIANAPOLIS.
WHEAT-Na 2 Red.. ..............92 0 .94
2

w

.

%t

Na

Oats—

2

32

............

Cattle— Beet

.....

•

••• ••

‘-i tv*

.33

5.50 0 6.50

*

6.00

;•,!?

0

EAST LIBERTY

Common
.V-

4-ysit-'

0

100

...................
.68
.............. 10.50 011.00

1

.........

>;VT-3

48
34
66

0

.......

:•

ti

Red.... ............96

COMf..^.
Oats— Mixed ...........

.

,

1

6.00
2.50
27.00

aoo
65.50
53.00
10.00
7.00
7.00
78.00
17.00
13.00
8.25
102.00
43.50
92.50
103.00
19.00
44.70
41.00
10.00
103.00
4.00
2L75
40.00

Total. 25 States ...........
It

895.50
will be seen that thus far this year, In spite-

of hard times and hard weather,about nine
bundled miles have been added

to

onr railway

by tifty-Hix different linen in twenty- fiv»
of the States and Territories. This is not a very
large showing compared with the figures of the-

showing sn addition of fifty miles or more artr
Georgia,Florida, Kansas Missouri, Minnesota,;
Nebraska, and Texas, and In these States, td
well as In California and Pennsylvania,from,
fonr to six lines each have been nnder construction.Our records for a number of year*
show that the new mileagereport d within th*
first six months, during a considerablepart of
which work is wholly suspended In many parte
of the country, represents not more than fronv
25 to 33% per cent, of the total for the year. Be-,
sides this we have record of a Urge nnmber off
roads, in addition to those already reported1
upon, on which tracklayingwill be In proeres*
during the year. Hence we consider it safe toestimate that the total addition of railway
mileage during 1885 will not be less than 3,000
miles, and may reach 4,000 miles.

Why He Was

........... i.io
f.

•<

r ••

vl

Bounced.

[Washington special J

The Court of Alabama Claims has revoked the commission of Charles C. Olson,,
who had been authorized to take certain
testimony in Europe for the court. Thefollowing is a part of his letter to Congressman Leopold MorsO, of Boston, for
which the court revoked his commission;
In American politics I have always been a.
j

Democrat, but

I do not allude to this as a mat-1
ter of assistance, as under the new civil serviow
sot snob a thing is out of the question. How-1
ever this may be, I will hereby suggest to yonl
that If I can obtain the above mentioned position (that of Consol at Gothenburg) through;
your influence, I shall Immediately upon being:

Informed to that effect from yon forward
my check to the amonnt of $l,60o for
services rendered. I also will render you auchs
service abroad as in
power from timeto time without any extra charge. As I understand the saUry of this consulate is but a little
over 62,000 per year, It is not for the income of
this that I sak of yon the assistanceto obtain!
the position, bnt the main point Is to establish*,
an American trade In Gothenburg that will exhibit American manufactures,and If permitted:
by yonr government to hold a commission bnsiness the othoUl position will bring a fair com-

my

pensation.

.

.

* .

Kentucky ....................::::::::i
Louisiana .................. ....... I
Massachusetts................

•

County, Ind., destroyed most of the busf. bition amendment and opposes license tax The liberals, thoroughlyaronsea to the
ness houses in the village. A fire at Green or regulation of the liquor traffic; says necessitiesof their situation, propose,onBay, Wis., destroyed the Opera House and friends of prohibition should not be con- der tbe advice of Gladstone and Chamberseveral other building*.
trolled by either of the old parties, because lain, to appoint a National Campaign ComThe little city of Stoughton, Wis., wad both have shown themselves subservient to mittee to direct tbe entire canvass upon a
matured and uniform plan, instead of the
fished last week by a most destructivocon- the liquor interest; declares rum power
must be vanouished by a new party devoted disjointedand anarchial method heretofore
flagration.It is estimated that over
expressly to that purpose; desenbes the two in vogue. It is reported that Gladstone,
$600,000 worth of property was de- wings of the great liquor party, one as ad- notwithstandingrumors and talk to the
stroyed. Thirteen large tobacco ware- vocating a license, and the other taxa- contnuy, evinces a willingnessto return to
houses, the Chicago, Milwaukee and 8t tion and regulation of the liquor traffic, office.... Toyama. Japan, was visited by a
Paul Railway Company’sdepot, and sev- leaving no loyal citizen any altertiative ex- conflagrationwhich destroyed 5,917 houses.
oral
ll small buildings, togetherwith most cept to join the Prohibition party; favors ....Japan will resume specie payments
their contents, were burned. The fire moral suasion as a means of reform; fa- Jan. 1, 1866.
in the old hay-press bnild- vors civil-service reform; full protection to
The cholera continues to rage with great
.» tobacco warehouse. About the ballot; wants divorce based on divine
violence in Spain, and since the outbreak
law; expresses sympathy for the negro of the epidemic there have been ten thourace; opposes violentchanges in the tariff;
i.f

lines.

Arkannas .................
California.....................
Dakota ...................
Florida ......................
Georgia ...................
Illinois ...................
Indiana ................. ...
:::::::: i
Iowa ...................

A

of the Tories in recent Barley— N a .................... 46 ® .48
urer, John H. Danner, of Stark Parliamentary elections, and their activity POBK-Mess .....
............ 10.00 010.60
Fire in the Future City oil-works at St County; Attorney General A. T. Clev„ 8T. LOUIS.
Louis entailed a loss of $50,000. Three iuger, of Clinton Connty; Board of in preparations for coming elections,have WHEAT-Na 2 Red ................ 93 0 .96
firemen were badly burned while fighting Public Works, J. ft. Neville, of Hardin alarmed the Liberals, who had thought to Corn— Mixed ..................... 44 0 .44)4
Oils— Mixed ..... ................ 31)40 .32
rthe flames. A fire at Morristown,Shelby
Connty. The platform demands a prohi- win an easy victoryover their opponents. J-Ik. •••••*•.• •«#••«,*••••••••,,.,.68 0 .69

£

room. Th*

firemen scaled ladders,climbed intoth*
windows, and attempted to search the second floor, but amid the flames and smoko
they found no trace of human beings.
Some time afterwarda search was made,
and the three victoms were found in their
room, showing unmistakableevidence of a
desperatestraggle. It is reportedthat
Frau has gone insane from griei.

near Moncure, Chatham County, N. C.
They went to bed at night ns usual, and the
next morning one of the neighbors, in
passing by, suspectedsomething from the
appearance of tne house, and went in. He
found all three dead. They had apparently
RAILWAY BUILDINGbeen killed while asleep. The blows which
killed the three appear to have been inNearly Nine Hundred Miles of Track Laid
flicted with ai^’ax, and then their throata
In Six Mouths.
were cut Several hundred dollars was
The fol owing, which we copy from thotoken from the house, and robbery was the
motive that induced the crime.
Railway Age, shows the amonnt of track
The President has appointed the follow- laid daring the first six months of the our*
ing Postmasters. The suspensionsin one rent year:

the custody of officers from the latter city,
Green, suspended; George
who expect to sail from Auckland. New Thomas
W. McMillan, at Mount Sterling,Brown
Zealand, July 21. The trip will take about
County. 111.; vice Jacob Freindllch,
four weeks.
suspended; William F. Sharp. »t Brooklyn,
Iowa,
vice George Phillips, suspended; Squire
The information is telegraphedfrom
L. Major, at Shelby ville, Ind., vice A. P. Bone,
Mount MacGregor that General Grant’s phy- suspended; William Keough, at Fort Wayne,
Ind., vies F. W. Kell, suspended; William P.
sicians made another emamination of their
Hale, at Pern, Ind., vice George D. Reed, suspatient’s throat, but found no special pended; James IL McConnell, at Dodge City,
change. He was informed tta the grow- Kan., vice N. B. Klane, suspended; Frank E.
Martin, at Lamed, Kan., vice Timothy McCarty,
ing weakness indicatedthar exhaustion suspended; James Russell, it Marquette,Mich.,
would be the final result ____ The General’s vice Samuel L. Billings, suspended; Thomas
city residence and cottage at Long Branch Rysn, at Sault Bte. Marie, Mich., vice William
Scranton, suspended ; Timothy Killian, at Esare both offered for sale. It is acceptedos
canaba,Mich., vice B. P. Barnes, suspended ;
a sad fact that the General can not now live James H. Gee, at Norway, Mich., vice L. J. Kimlong, and the plan of Mrs. Grant is to re- ball suspended; Joshua S. Palmer,at Portland,
tire into some private home and live upon Me., vice C. H. Barker, suspended; Timothy

ings with stones. No converts were made ....

1-

Children

Burned to Death in a Building

The

Mormon Becrnits.
[New York telegram.]
steamship WisoonRin, which ar-

rived at this port from Liverpool thl*
morning, hod among her passengers 514Swedish and Danish converts to Mormonism. These were in the care of Elder J»i
Hansen, President

pany.

of the

EmigrationGom-

All ages were represented, from the-

gray-hairedgrandfathersand grandmothers to little grandchildren.Fifteen missionarieswere with the flock. This is ths
its that

m

NATIONAL FINANCES.

BLEW OUT

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.

LAND-GRABBERS.

KING CHOLERA.

HIS BRAINS.

—The

Decrease in the Public Debt for the

Year Ending on the 30th

Andre

of

J.
at

Dumont, Late Naval

New

Orleans, Commits

Hundreds.

[New Orleans special.!

Andre Dumont, ex- Naval Officerat this
port, suicided this afternoon. Dumont
wan one of the most eminent colored men
Called.
in the State, one of the organizers of the
Bepublican party, and its most earnest,
The following is a recapitulationof the energetic, and continuous supporter. He
•debt statement Issued on the 1st Instant:
was an admirable organizer and canvasser,
and held in such confidenceby ad the
Interest bearing debt—
Bonds at per cent ............... $250,000,000 masses of the party that he was generally
Bonds at 4 per cent
............737,719,860
in conventions,
chosen as thefigure-head
_
Bonds at 3 per cent ................. 194,190,500
Befunding certificatesat 4 per
240,600 committees,etc. In 1876 Dumont was
Navy pensionfnnd at 3 per cent .
14,000,000 elected as President of the Bepnblican
Pacific itailrnadbonds at C per cent 64,623,512 State Convention,over ex- Gov. Pinchback, after a prolonged straggle. In
Principal ...........
............. $1,260,774,462
Interest ...........................
... 12,925,620 1880 he was Chairman of the Bepublican
a

•

Suicide.

Balance in the Treasury Larger

than

Coldwater cutter factory is

The Epidemic Spreading in Spain— The Power of the Government to Prevent working forty hands.
Illegal Occupation of Lands In
People Dying Off by tie
—Prospects for a big
Indian Territory.

r Jane, $69,500,000.

The

Officer

Tear Ago, and No Bonds

.....

cent
.
-

....

Executive Committee, and directed the canTotal ............................
$1,273,700,091 vass of the State, andin the late Presidential

Debt on which interest has ceased

electionhe held the same office. He was
sine? maturity—
Principal ............................
4.100,995 a delegate to every Republican State ConInterest .............................
227,199 vention, and generally chosen as one of the
delegates at large. He held various State
Total ............................. $4,328,194
offices, and represented for some years the
Debt bearing no InterestOld demand and legal>tender notes. 346,738,966 Fifth District of New Orleans in the State
Certificatesof deposit ...............29.685,000 Senate. He was an Inspector in the United

Gold certificates .................... 120,729,730
Silver certificates .................... 101,630,946
Fractional currency(less $8,375,934,
estimatedas lost or destroyed)
6,964,175
Principal ........................... 611,548,817
Total debt—
Principal ............... $1,876,424,275
Interest ................13,152,828
—
1,889,577,103
Less cash Items available for reduction of
the debt .............. $ 203,666,023
Xess reserve held for redemption of U. S. notes 100,000,000
363,066,023
Total debt less available cash
items .........................1,525,911,080
Net cash in the Treasury ............ 40,676,930

The

total

Millions of Acres Occupiedby Oittle 0cm-

number of new cases of cholMonday from

stave-mill being

located^ Coleman are excellent

[Madrid dispatch.]

era reported

now

panies Without the Cobr of

the infected dis-

trict in Spain is 1,322, and the total

Law

gational chnrch to be built at Grand Blanc.

—Saginaw City National Guards are tak-

or Justice.

num-

ing steps toward being incorporated under

ber of deaths 602, being an increase of 30

[Washington telegram to Chicago Tribune.]

Gen. Sparks, Commissioner of the Gen-

per

cent, in new cases and 6 per cent, in
deaths over the total number officially reported Sunday.
fAlclra (Spain) special to Chicago Tribune.]
Dr. Ferrau, accompaniedby Drs. Gibier,
Van Ermingen, Me.adier, the latter the
Bordeaux delegate, several other doctors,
and the Tribune correspondent, visited the
infected town of Alcira. They went to the
sick-bedsof fifteen cholera patientsat the
Hospital de la Caridad and to private houses. The visitors were escorted
everywhere by a crowd of enthusiastic
natives,who evidentlyregarded Dr. Ferran
as the third Redeemer, the other two being,
according to Dr. Fen on, Christ the moral
savior of mankind, and Dr. Pasteur, the
physician-savior. Most of the patientsare
recovering.There are only two very bad

— Sabscriptions to the amount of $3,000
have been pledged toward the new Congre-

the name of the Saginaw Military Com*
pany.

eral
all

Land

Office, has had a complete list of

the cases where the public lands have

—The best-paid teacher in the Saginaw
schools receives $120, and the poorest $40

been improperly fenced made out, with a
slatomeiitof the present status of affairs. per month. There are eighty-one teachers
In nil of these cases the partieshave been in all.
notified to remove the fences. In some in—At a special election Jnly 11 the peostances they have consulted attorneys who
have held that a reasonablenumber of ple of SchoolcraftCounty will vote on a
openings in the fences is sufficient. In proposition to expend $7, COO for a new jail
such cases the openings are guarded, and
and Sheriff's residence.
to all intentsand pnraoses fences still ex
isb The total amount of land that has
—The Midland County womenfolk beat
been appropriatedin this way is between the “grim messenger" last year by a majorone and two million acres.
ity of 108, and they didn't half try, either.
Secretary Lamar has receiveda fetter
from Gen. McCook, ex- Governor of Col- —Kalamazoo Telegraph.
orado, relative to the power of the GovernMichigan holds the championship o!
cases there not inoculated.Mendacious ment to prevent illegal occupation of lands
the
Union os a shingle manufacturing
officialstatistics set down the population of in Indian Teiritory.The writer asserts
Aloira at 16.00U. The real population is that the law declares that the Secretary of State. From 1,649 establishments 2,584,20,000 or 22,000. Of these the correspond- the Interior has fall control of all Inolan 17,000 are made per annum.
ent finds 9,100 inoculated, 7,500 of whom affairs under the laws, subject to direction
— Ypsilanti High School teacherswill re.
were reinoculated.After minute examina- by the President;that certain contracts
may
be
made
by
individuals
with
Indians
main
the same next year with the exception
tion of documents the correspondent
finds that rich and poor
the relative to services in procuring the pay- of Prof. Valland, who goes to Grand
middle class have all submitted to be vac- ments of claims, bnt no authority exists
Rapids, and Miss Hattie McEloheron,who
cinated. The most belong to the richer for making contracts of any other nature,
part of the town, while the non-inoculated and, if made, they are null and void; that has resifpied.
include about 1,000 persons dependent on no purchase, grant, lease, or other con-Ex-President Dnrgin, of Hillsdale,did
charity or comparatively poor, living badly, veyance of lands or of any tille or claim
not
return marriages solemnized by him
and, therefore,more liable to disease. Al- thereto from any Indian nation or
daring
his administration and was hauled
tribe
of
Indians
shall
be
of
any
valcira was on the whole a thriving town.
Two-thirdsof the people have been vac- idity in law or equity,unless the same shall up before a Justice and fined $5 and costs
cinated— women, children, and the rest be made by treaty or convention, entered for his neglect.
chiefly small land-owners or workmen in into pursuantto the Constitution;that only
—Adrian Johnson and John Melin fell
tolerablycomfortable circumstances. Alto- the United States can make any contract
gether 320 cases of cholera have been re- with any Indian nation or tribe affeoting from the wind'ass at the Ludiogton mine,
by purchase, lease, or otherrb
corded at Alcira, Of these 130 died and 138 lands, whether
n Iron Mountain. Melin was killed and
recovered, while fifty-two are under treat- wise, and the United’ States can do so only
Johnson
fatally injured. Melin was fallment. The deaths of non-inoculated per- by formal agreement; and that the President
ing, and Johnson tried to save him, with
sons were 130, against seven inoculated and may employ the military to remove tree
three reinoculated.Of the inoculated and passers from the Indian lands.
the above result
Gen. McCook substantiates the above
reinoculated, twenty were cured out of
—Christopher R. Mabley, owner of an
fifty of each category under treatment.On points by citations from the Revised

States Custom House, and was appointed by
Hayes Naval Officer, which position
ition he ha*
had
held np to within a few weeks, when he
voluntarily resigned, without waiting for
Cleveland to appoint his successor,announcing his intention to settle in Central
America and invest his money in fruit
plantations. Dumont had been very’ despondentfor some years on account of domestic troubles,and frequently spoke of
committing suicide. To-day he returned
from a visit to the country gloomier than
ever, and told his wife that he was going to
kill himself. She secured his pistol and
hid it, but he found it and took it out. She
.Dsbt less cash in Treasury July
1. 1885 ..............................
1,485,234,149 then looked it in a chest; he assaulted her
and by violence wrested the key of the
Debt less cash In Treasury June
1, 1885 .........................
..... 1,494.391.011 chest from her. She endeavoredto prevent
Decrease of debt during the mouth
his carryingout his design, but he was
' as shown by this statement ....... 9 ^ \851
too strong for her, and succeeded
Cash In the Treasury availabletor
reduction of the debt—
in opening the chest and getting the pistol.
<Gold held for gold cerPursued by her he fled through the two
tificates actually
bedrooms and parlor to the sitting-room in
outstanding .......... $126,729,730
the front of the house. She heard a shot,
silver held for silver
certificatesactually
and when she entered the room a moment
outstanding ..........101,530,946
later she found him dead, he having placed
il. a notes hel<^ for
the pistol in his mouth and fired,
i,t:
blowing
certificates of doout his brains. Dumont was 41 years of returning to Valencia the whole party was Statutes, and declares that the United extensive retail gentlemen's famishing
pes t actually outstanding. ............. 29,885,000
age and a native of New Orleans. He had obliged to undergo the absurd pretense of States can make ogreements respectgoods store in Detroit, with branches in
•Cash held for matured
served as a Lieutenant in the French army, fumigating.
ing Indian lands only with the Inaians
debt and interest
and was with Maximilianin Mexico. He
themselves, and not with third parties, several other towns and cities, died last
unpaid ............5,817,061
Fractional currency.
8,285
was a very light-colored octoroon, and
and only with the Indians by agreement week, aged forty-nine. Ho broke down
neither he nor his wife would have been
atified by Congress. Notwithstanding
the physically and mentally from overwork.
MRS.
DUDLEY
IS
CRAZY.
Total available for reduction of
positive prohibitions of the law against the
debt ............................203,666.023 taken for negroes. He was highly esteemed
P
—An unknown man entered a dwelling
by all, his merits being acknowledged even
leasing
Reserve fnnd held for redemption
easing or conveyanceof lands by
by Indian
100,000,000 by the Democrats.He leaves a very comThe
of U. 8. notes, act July 12, 1882..
Shot (PDonoyan* tribes, substantiallyall the lands in Indian at GrindstoneCity, a young woman, MagUnavailablefor redactionof the
fortableestate.
Territory set apart for exclusive Indian oc
Rossa Was Acquitted by
gie Morgan, being the only occupant at the
debt
cupation, General McCook says, are in the
Fractionalsilver coin. . .$31,236,899
time. After gagging her, he ont her about
the
Jury.
Elinor coin ................868,465
possession of white men, under leases from
TREASURY CIRCULAR.
82,105,365
Indians who had no power to lease, and the face, neck, and breast with a knife,
•Certificatesheld as cash Issued but
with the tacit recognition of the Depart- inflictingprobably fatal wounds, and esRelations
Which
Will
Hereafter
Govern
[New
York
telegram.]
not ontetanding ...................
62,164,110
Ret cash balance on hand ........... 40,676,930
the Issue and Redemption of Currency
In the case of Mrs. Yseult Dudley, on ment of tbe Interior (under a former ad
caped.
ministration), which he believes bad no
and Coin.
trial for shooting O’Donovan-Rossa, the
Total cash in the Treasury aa
—Philo Wheaton, of Otisville,an old
power to recognize or assent to any such
shown by Trcasorer's general
[Washington telegram.]
testimony for the defense was to the lease or possession.
soldier aged about eighty years, died Tuesaccount ........................$488,612,420
The United States Treasurerhas issued
LIST OP THE LESSEES.
effect that Mrs. Dudley was a sufferer from
The debt statement issued July 1 shows:
day, and was buried Thursday. He had
The following is given as a partial list of
Decrease of the public debt during
chronic mania. Mrs. Dudley insisted on
the month of June (according to
of such lands in the been nnable for fifteen years to read withgoing on the witness stand and telling her parties in occupation
aP
currency
the old form) .....................
$8,993,993
Cheyenne
and
Arapahoe
Reservations in out glasses,bnt a few hoars before he died
Decrease of debt since June 30, 1884
68,494,704 United States and the redemptionof na- story to the jnry. She claimed that she
Indian
Territory,
and
the
amount
of land he read a chapter from the Bible, seeing as
Cosh la the Treasury ..............
488,612,429
tional bank notes. The principal changes was not insane, and stated that Rossa told
Gold certificatesoutstanding ....... 140,323,140
her also that he intended to blow up En- controlled by them and embraced in their well as when a boy.
made
in
existing
regulations
are
in
regard
Silver certificatesoutstanding ...... 139,901,646
designated boundaries:
Certificatesof deposit outstanding. 29,785.000 to shipmentsof silver and to the redemp- glish vessels,and in that way strike terror
Hampton H. Denman of Washington, D.
—The annonneement that a mine in
Befunding certificatesoutstanding.
240,600 tion of mutilated United States notes. to English hearts. He was a murderer.
C., formerly member of the Kansas State Honghton County, adjacent to the CainLegal tenders outstanding ........ 346,681,016
He
had
shown
himself
to
be
one.
The new regulationsin reference to the isFractionalcurrency (not included
“You have no proof except his own word. " Senate, 55,000 acres.
met and Hecla, has strnok the rich consue of staudard silver dollars is as follows:
in amount estimatedas lost or deEdward Fenlon of Leavenworth, Kas _
“No, but I bebeved him. I consider him
Upon receiotof currencyor gold coin, the
stroyed) .......... .................6.964,175
. .
glomerate
mineral which has made the latINote.— This is the final statement ac- Treasurer, or Assistant Treasurer,will cause to a liar; If I am homicidal, it is queer that and William C. Malielly qf Caldwell, Kas.,
each 564,800 acres.
be paid to applicants In cities where their reter
the
most
productive copper mine in the
cording to the old form. Hereafter the spective offices may be situatedstandard silver I never shot any one before. I have
Robert A. Hunter of St. Louis, Mo., world, will be good news to those who are
carried a pistol and had it loaded, too, since
jiew form of debt statement will be the dollars in any deslr d amount.
500.000 acres.
8 and&rd sliver dollars ore forwarded to ap- I was 16 years old. At that age I was liv•only one issued by the Treasury Departinterestedin Lake Superior.— Free Press.
Albert G. Evans of St. Louis, Mo., 456,plicants outside of cities in which the Treasurer, ing in the country, and there was a great
ment]
or an AssistantTreasurer, may be situated, at
—If yon see a “ministerial-lookingman,
scare about mad dogs and hydrophobia, so 960 acres.
the expense of the government In sums or mulReceipts and Expenditures.
Lewis L. Briggs of Muscoton, Kas
that everybody— men ond women— who
dressed in a Prince Albert coat and white
tiplesof $590;
318,720 acres.
The following Is a table of the receipts and
1. Upon the receipt by the Treasurer of an
were capable of carrying a revolver did so.
necktie" and don't know or want him,
•expenditures of the Government for the month original certificateissued by any Assistant
Jesse S. Morrison, of Darlington, L T.,
I gave O’Donovan as fair a tnal as a
And fiscal year just closed:
Treasurer of nationalbank depositorythat a
Sheriff Gorman, of Richmond, Ind., may.
138,240
acres.
prisoner has ever had in your court.
deposit of currencyor goM coin nos been made
LSCE1PTS.
Unknown lessee, leasing Oct. 15, 1883, He describes snch a man, as liable to be
shot
him,
and,.
I
am
willing
to.
take
Since July to the order of the Treasurerin general account,
714.000 acres.
deposits with the AssistantTreasurerin New the consequences, I certainlyshall not
June, 1885.
abroad in Michigan and wants him on a
Total to above parties, 3,832,520 acres.
•Customs ........ $13,926,358.07 $181.U<£m89 York may l>e made by drafts payable to ids or- appeal Even in this land of liberty I
charge of stealing a span of horses and
der
and
collectable
through
the
Clearing
House,
112,669,324.37
Internal revenue. 9,319,898.13
THE NOMINAL RENTAL.
28,910,689.88 forwarded directly to him with instructions to don’t think a man like him ought to
Miscellaneous .... 3,910,679.35
“Briggs,
a member of the Kansas State baggy.— ITa/amaroo Telegraph.
deposit the amounts on account of standard be permitted to go about advising indiscrim$322,590,776.14 silver dollars,and to forward the certificates inate murder. I did not come here to shoot Senate, 1881-'8-5, and E. M. Hewing, sue
Total ........
—When the enterprising burglar is a burgling.
therefor to the Treasurer upon the receipt by
Since July
him. I am a good nnrse, and was willing others,in trust for the Cherokee Strip
Is a burgling.
theTrea-urerofgold coins. United States notes,
Bouroc.
June, 1884.
1, 1883.
Live-StockAssociation of Kansas, a Kanto take a position here. While hi prison!
He loves to be respectful and polite,
or national bank notes.
•CustomH ........ .$14,761,145.69 $195,067,489.76 silver certificates,
sas corporation, leased for five years from
121,686,972.51
2. By the Treasurer or any AssistantTreas- was perfectly bewildered by offers from
Internal revenue. 10,104,161.87
And polite;
31,866,307.65 urer. by registered mall, free of charge In sums managers who wanted me to lecture. I an- Oct. 1, 1883, 3,000,000 acres, belug all the
Misoellaneous ... 2,066,780.74
He murmurs like a pleasant brook a gargling,
.
or multiples of $63, at the risk of the party to
swered them all that Twpuld consent only nnoccnpiedlands conveyedto the Pawnees,
Brook a gurgling,
Total ........,..$26,932,088.30 $348,519,869.92 whom sent, upon receipt of gold coin. United
Donovan should come Poncas, Nez Perces. Otoes, Missonris, “Will you kindly show me through the house
EXP END ITU EK3.
Plates notes, slivercertificates,
or national bank ou condition that O’Dom
Usages, and Kansas Indians. The renta
Since July
lotos.
with me, and I wonld give a practical illusto-night
1, 1884.
Source.
June, 1885.
The regulation respecting the issue of tration, aided by O'Donovan,of the effect is lj| cents per acre. If (he Indians had
House to-night?”
$153,005,194.14
Ordinary ......
power
to
make
leases,
and
if
the
Interior
fractional silver is as follows:
of dynamitein the human fame. If this
68,967,738.71
Pensions .......
Department had power to assent to them, —Free Pres t.
The Treasurer and Assistant Treasurersof the met their views I would go.”
51,387,619.67
Interest. .......
United States will pay out fractional silver coin
The jury, after deliberatingfive minutes, what can be said of snch an execution
— The old Pontiac tree, an historiclandIn any sum desired lor lawful money of the
’ Total .........
$262,788,45142
returned a verdict acquitting her on the of a public trust, supposed to be cre- mark of Detroit has sneenmbed to time. It
United States.
Since J\
July
ated for the purpose of protect
Fractionalsilver coin will be forwarded from ground of insanity.
1, 1883.
Source.
June, 1884.
the office nearest the place of its destination by
ing Indian rights and interests.aB was of whitewood,and sixteen feet in cir•Ordinary ......... $9,709,485.30
$813,444,637.79
errress at the expense of the Government In
the acquiescencein a lease of lands for cumference.Pierced with bullets, it dePensions. ......... 3,555,328.27
65,429,228.06
sums or multiples of $500:<
MEXICAN FINANCES.
Interest ......
54,678,378.48
a term of years at a rental which is rived its name from having shielded Ponti1.' Upon receipt of an original certificate
nothing more than nominal? .la that the
issued by the Treasurer,sn Assistant TreasTotal ..... ...... $16,116,113.90 $244,126,244.34
ac, the Indian chief, in his defense of Dal*
urer, or a national bank depository, that a de- Consolidation of the National Debt— The way the Government of the United States
Comparing the two fiscal years it will be posit ot currencyor gold coin has been made to
MaximilianIssue Repudiated.
should care for its wards? If snch leases zell’sattack, which gave the name to Bloody
seen that the gross revenues show a falling the credit of the Treasurer In general acwere legal— if authority existed to make Rnn, the stream near which it stood, about
[City of Mexico dispatch.]
count, depositswith the Assistant Treasurer
off of $26,000,000. The expenditures show
in New York may be made by drafts payable to
The Goyemment announces in (he Dia- them— they wonld still be obtaining from fifty feet from Jefferson avenue,— Detroit
an increase of $18,500,000.The excess of his order, and collectablethrough the clearingthe Indian wards, with the assent of their
receipts over expendituresin 1884 was house, forwarded directly to him, with instruo- rio Oficial its plan for the consolidation of guardian, valuable property rights and Evening Journal.
1 $104,393,625.In 1885 it was $59,802,324. tions to deposit the amounts on account of the entire debt of the country, with the exprivilegesfor a pittance
». If the legality o
—Eddie Mines, a Detroit tongh, was
As compared with the previous year, the fractional silverooln, and to forward the cer- ception of the floating debt, which is already the leases were donbtfnl they should not
tificatesto the office nearest the destination of
knocked
down st Flint and severely pun.year ]nst
just closed snowed
showea a tailing
falling off of the coin.
provided for in an authorizedissue of be permitted the countenanceof an admin
$14,000,000 in customs, $9,000,000 in in2. By the Treasurer or any Assistant Treasished.
It
was in this wise: Eddie is one
$25,000,000 bonds at six per cent. Tlie con- istration pledged to set its face against cor
ternal revenue, and nearly$3, 000,000 from urer, by registered mall, free of charge, in sums solidated debt will bear interest at three.per ruption, collnsion,and wrong. Being, ai
as
of
those
smart
youths who regard the world
or multiples of seventy dollars, at the risk of the
misoellaneoussources. The ordinary ex- party to whom sent, upon the recelptof currency cent, bnt the maximum interest will not bo they unquestionablyare, wholly unauthor
as
common
plunder
and go for it whenpern
mditures show an increaseof nearly or sold coin.
improvident
reached until 1890. Next year, 1886, one per ized and illegal, as well as improvident,
ever
opportunity
offers.
He has been fol\ pensions of about $9,000,00$,
The following is the regulationin regard cent will be paid; in 1887, per cent ; in should there be an instant's hesitation in
$19,
.and a reductionin interest of over $3,- to the redemption
)tfoof United States notes: 1888, 2 per cent; in 1889, 2$ percent; disavowing them, and in the snmmaryex lowing np Forepangh’s show as a ticket
United States notes, each exceeding nine- and in 1890, 3 pci; cent The National ercise of all the power and authority
000,000. Last fall, when returns from
•
of the broker, making short change with every
one-fourth of the fiscal year of 1885 tenths of Its original proportionsIn one piece, Bank of Mexico will have charge of the Government in dispossessing the holders
are redeemable at their full face value In other
•acker he can inveigle. He struck an old
had been obtained, the Secretary of United States notes by the Treasurer and tbe
trader them?”
tiations, and the interest will be
granger at Flint, played his game on him,
the Treasury estimated the customs several Assistant Treasurers of the United able in the City of Mexico, in New York,
TRESPASSERS.
receiptsfor the whole year at $185,000,000. States, and are redeemable in coin. In some not and in London. The debt of Maximilian
bnt had to disgorge, and went rapidlyand
than fifty dollars, by tbe Assistant TreasThey fall short of that nearly $4,000,000. leas
is formally repudiated.
urer In New York.
with great informality to grass in the barHe eatimated the internal revenue receipts
Foreign capitalists are reported to have
gain.— ifttetanpe.
-at $115,000,000,and they fall abort of that
advised this Governmentin this matter, enactments of Congress all parties other
DASHED TO DEATH.
$2,500,000.The net ordinary expenditures
and it is believed that now this complete than Indians occupying these lands are
—Sam Lawrence, connectedwith Cole’s
of the government,including pensions and
financial readjustment will revive thp credit trespassers. The intention of tbe law setThe Awful Results of a Collision.
circns,
which showed here last night (a
interest, for the past six years, are as folof the nation abroad.
ting apart this domain was that it should
[Erie (Pa.) special.]
lows:
Honghton
dispatch states),was shot and
be enjoyed by the Indians for the purpose
frightful accident occurred on the
1880 ....................................
$267,842, 967
of
making
to
them
civilized
homes,
eninstantly
killed
this morning by a companCENTRAL ASIA.
:i88l .................
260,712,887 Nickel-plate Road to-day whereby three
couraging them in habits of indnstry, and ion named Charles Barry, whom he had
••e«%oe«at«ee«eeeeaeeeeee J57|!)8l«434 lives were lost Mrs. John Donlin, with
.1888 ..............................
265,408,139 her babe and little boy and nnrse girl, Bade
elevating and improving their condition.
Russia's Warlike Preparations.
seriouslywounded by a pistol-shotthrough
1884 ....................................
244,126,247
The actual facta now are that, instead of
Mahoney,
was. riding in the caboose.
A
dispatch
from
Teheran
states
that
one
.1885.
eeleaaecae* #•••••••«•••
•*•••*•• 262,788|452
The train stopped on a trestle over a thonaand persons are at work constructing the Indians possessingand enjoying the the body. The inquest brought ont the
The pension payments last year were
benefits designed for them, the'r coun- fact that a quarrel existed between the two
ravine at Springfield,where it was
larger than ever before, except in 1882 and
ran
into by another freight Mrs. the Transcaspian Railway. Warlike prepa- try is overran with speculators and ad- men, and that Lawrence entered the sleep:1883. In tiie latter year icy exceeded
Donlin grasped her babe and boy and ran rationsare (till being continued by Russia. venturersof every degree, who have de- ing-car where Barry was in his bonk and
: $66,000,000.
ont on the p atform, followed by the nurse, Rumors are in circulationin the bazaars of spoiled them of their property, and pracwhen all were hurled over into the abyss, Teheran that war will probably occur., after tically sequestrated their birthrights, de- put a ball through him under the ahonlder
Two THOUSAND New Hampshire ohil- 100 feet in depth. Mrs. Donlin and the the Transcaspian Railway is completed lo stroying their opportunities of self-snp- blade, after which Barry immediatelyfired
port, and leaving them nothing for the funurse were mangled to death, bnt the baby
and killed his assailant. The testimony
ture. while keeping them dependent in the
:ht in the bougha of a tree and may
has so far
presen*."_
recover. Mrs. Donlin held on to
• cord.
tAe
i until it was torn from her
.
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BATH TUBS, WASH STANDS,

claims that

All

-HEATING

SELF

Etc.

Holland. Mich., June

mpany

is

L. T. will

composed

be pleased to

of ladies and gentlemen,in eyery sense of

the word, and nothing

was introduced show you next week the one

savoring of vulgarity, or to displease the

he has selected for his own

most refined taste. The bell ringing was
very fine, some of the

most popular

of the day being rendered.

Ray

airs

Royce,

use, and if he cannot con-

in his character impersonationswas fine,

and

in short

the entire performance was

very much above the average. Should
the company again visit our city, we can
assure them as large an audience as the
one which greeted them on Thursday eve-

vince

you that

it is just

What You Want

ning.— ifoafc/brd (la.) At«m.

List of

letters

remaining in the post-

Embert

Groters, L.

Harrington2, and Robert E. Johnston.

Wm. Verbeek, P.
Capt, Pfanstiehl got as
deen on his way to Iowa

far

M.

Self-heating

as Aber-

when he

who

over

and Portable.

filed

them on homesteadi In the northeast-

ern part ot the

county. He,

tbeae gentlemen,will go to

together with

Iowa

In a

few

daya after the Sioux county colony,

and

Holland, Mich.. Jalv U.

New

and

Prop. A. B.
R. T.

SUMMER TOUR CLOTHING!
PalaMttaaam. LoWBatsa.
Four Trips par Weak Betwaca

M«mb
DETROIT AND CLEVELAND

SUNDAY.

Detroit
C. O.

CBAS.

$3.50.

RELIABLE SELF-CURE

ISSHSjgg
WASP

Meyer, Brouwer & Co.

BIRD

ate being aold

CHEAPER THAN EVER BEFORE
Wt guarantee that a gallon mil

PROPRIETOR.

cover

!

275

square feet, two coats, and that they are a

JOHN

Mr.

A.

LINSEED,

Is the only remedy that can be relied upon,
In all cases, to eradicate the taint of hereditary diseaseand the special corruptions
ot the blood. It Is the only alterative

Oil, A,

that is sufficientlypowerful to thoroughly

cleanse the system of Scrofulous and
Mercurial Impurities and the pollution
of ContagiousDiseases. It also neutralizes the poisons left by Diphtheria
and Bear!
rlet Fever, ana enables rapid
recuperation from the enfeeblement and
debility caused by these diseases.

)

Myriads of Cures

SUPERIOR PAINT,

BOOST

to

employed as clerk in the store nod will
welcome all bis old friends and customers and the public generally.

any In the market.

is

For Information and lllnstrated sample book,
call at

KREMERS
Call

Early and See Our Stock.

Holland, Mich.,

April 22, 1885. 12:8m

SFH/Iira
&

L.

’

S.

to BANOS1

DRUG* STORE.
Holland, Mich., May

-A-ISTD

13,

1885.

STJMltfBK,.

VAN BEN EEEGE,

have just received a large and very fine assorted line of

Achieved by Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, In
the past forty years, are attested,and there
Is no blood disease, at all possible of cure,
that will not yield to it. Whatever the
allmentf of this class, and wherever found,
from the scurvy of the Arctic circle to the
"veldt-sores"of South Africa, this remedy has afforded health to the sufferers
by
it was employed. Druggists
everywhere can cite numerous cases, with-,
in their personal knowledge,of remarkable cures wrought by it, where all other

The city marshal reported an additional number
sidewalks repaired and the receipt of the city
treasurer for $11.50 aldcwalk moneys collected. -

whom

Filed.

Millinery

& Fancy Goods.

All are inviied to come and see tbeir selected stock.

Holland, Mich., May

6,

1885.

ATTENTION

treatment had been unavailing.People

uNmvmor)

willdowellto

.Trust Nothing Else
ST.

than Atib's Sarsaparilla.Numerous
crude mixtures are offered to the public
as "blood purifiers," which only allure
the patient with the pietenas of many
cheap doaes, and with which K ie folly to

LOUIS

mamifkctures the
largest quantity of White Lead of
any city in the WORLD) and its
genuine brands;
“Copier Company, M
“Southern Company n
“St Louis L. & 0. Co. Jfci Seal/1

Consumers

of

f Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

White Lead should

upon having the above
Genuine brands. Dealers can buy

.

Woodsmen.
We

the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
round, vis:
will

alt

Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Bolts, 80 inches long.
Elm Slave Bolts, 88 inches long.'
Black Ash Stave Bolt*, 83 inches long.
Black Ash Reading Bolts 88 inches long
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches tong.

PBXPAXXD >y
f

Df. J. C. Ayer

A Co^Uweil,

For making

contractsor further lntf
formationapply lo Filter’s Slave Factory.

___

direct from fhetory, or from job-

boy

White Ash Stave

are always perfectly pure, and

known and used everywhere.

Plug Tobacco.

Farmers and

Oak

insist

_

to

Ayers Sarsaparilla

of

M. BtPP, City Clerk

FAIITTS

seem

constitution.In time, the poison wffi ear*
Ulnlv show its effects, and with all the more
vlruknoethe longer It has been allowed
to permeate the system. Eaeh pimple,aty.
bofl. skin disorderand sense of unnatural
lassitude, or languor, Is- one of Nature's
warnings of the consequences of neglect

:r>r.KAiiS
(.

Next

F.

(Wpure\yhiYiT1

•URE

oow open.

to possess it. Tba taint of corrupted
Mood may be secretlyunderminingthe

Dmgghilecan fill It,
A CO., L— leh— , M*

The city physician reported having treated five
cases in the month of May and four cases In the
month of June.— Plied.

nonons aid nsaoLtmoia.
By Aid. Boee—
Mmoiml, That the city marshal procure two
signs to he placed at the railroad erasings of Ninth
and Tenth streetswith a notice painted thereon

Cleveland Steam Nav. Co.
Whitcomb, am. Pam. Am..
D*TWOIT. MICH.

Is not always effioved bv those who

OmCIRI.

A

k

Robust Health

u noted and®

^Addftit PS.

is

No. 22 Sonth River Street.

FREEH
I

Our Clothing Store

B. BIBD. Clerk.

The committeeon claims and accounts to whom
was referredthe bill of J. De Boer, for team work,
reported the same correct,and recommendedthat
a warrant be Issued on the city treasurer for the
money.-* Adopted.
The committeeon poor reported, presenting the
semi-monthlyreport of the director of the poor
and said committee,recommending $98 for the
support of the poor for the two weeks ending
July 28, 1885.— Adopted.

0<0.

CLOTHING! SHERWIN - WILLIAMS

Picturesque Mackinac,” Illustrated.
Contains TuU YartMan. KaUsdYiss.

-

/

WMk Sw

Wrtftsfer our

ROGERS, Master.

Trip,

only that the

CLOTHING!

DETROIT AND MACKINAC

TAYLOR

$2.00. Round

NOTHING NEW!

!

-

The city clerk reported receiptof the city treasurer for $188.00,license money collected.-Filed.
The city treasurer reported for the month of
June, 1685.— Filed.
The street commissionerreported for the month
of J one, 1806.— Filed.
The secretary of Star book and ladder company
reported tba election of L. Kamerad aa member of
the company,0. Doeaburgsuspended,and H.
Graham resigned,subject to the approval of the
common council.— Approved.
iprovoo.
Aid. Banters here aiippeared and took bla teat,
The following bills having been approved by the
hoard of water commissioners,
presen
laaloners, were presented
for
payment: Galvia Brass
Iron Works, 1 valve
box. $4; B. Banters A Sons,, Upping machine,
etc, 41S6-6S — Allowed and warraou ordered issued
on the dty treasurerfor the amounts.

A. CAX-L.

Kxecutort and Buiduary Legatees ae aforuaid.
R. W. Duncan, Attorney.

MACKINAC.

and TUURSDAY, for Saugatmk and
will leave O’Connor’s dock,
north end Hueh-al bridge at 8 p. m.

Holland, Mich., Ja!j7, I860.
The Common Connell met in regular session
and was calledto order bj the Mayor.
Members present: Mayor Ranters, Aldermen
RoM.Ter Vroe, Bnrgeas, Bangs, De Boo, Boyd,
and the Clerk.

ATI0M S FBOM CITT

AMES

* CUAKLES PKATT,

Chicago. Retnrnlng.

Beading of the mlnntee dispensed with,
rnrmons aid aooouits.
The following hills were presented for payment:
Mich. Bell Telephone Co.. 9&c.; Telephone Co.,
rental,$10; B. B. Workman, lumber, 188.16;J.
De Peyter, special police, July 4, $8; W. Koseboom, night watch Joly 4, $1; B. Looyengoed,
night watch July 4, JS; B. Hall, buildingsidewalks. $140: Ueo. H. slpp, salary aa city clerk,
(36.84; Ed. Vanpell, salary as marshal, t&.84; 0.
varsebnre, salary aa treasurer,$28.91; P. B. McBride, salary aa attorney, tllM; J. A. TerVree,
teaming.
Dg, gol; W. W. Noble, lighting lamps two
nights extra, P. Winter, running pnmping
machinery, (83.34 ;— Bill of P. Winter, referred to
theboaraof water commissioners,remainder of
bills allowed and warrantsordered leaned on the
city treasurer for the several amounts.
Aid. Bertscb here appeared and took his seat.
The committeeon streets and bridges reported,
recommending the placing of a street lamp at the
railroadcrossing of Ninth street.—Adopted.
Also reported that they bad bad tannery creek
opened at an expense of $38, and recommended
that the money be paid to Peter Hamelink undo.
Ter Vree, they having done the work.— Adopted
and a warrant ordered issued on the city treasurer
for the money.

a

MT

4ad ln>r

Fare,

IC

HIGGINS,

PHOTOGRAPHER

Commodious

Will leave Holland at’2 p. m., on

Council

1884.

WARD

FIRST

B. P.

TUESDAY

OOMH UN

Mortgage Sale.

BREYMAN.

12,

BEST, M.

1885.

HOLIAND-SAUGATUCK-CHICAGO
STEAMBOAT LINE !

beU Co., (Dak.) Courier.

Common

Holland, Mich., May

Drug Store.

KANTERS & SONS.

R.

gentlemen are the advance guard.— Camp-

[orwcuL.j

No

once bring yoi
you In money faster than anything
Default having been made In the conditions of a
else In America. All about the $200 000 In presents with each box. Agents wanted everywhere, mortgage, executed by Mary O. Ford to Daniel
of either hex. ol all ages, for all the time, or spare Pratt, dated the eighth day of July, A. D. 1873,
time on'y. to work ft
for ns at their own homes. and duly recorded on ihe fonrteenihday of SepFortunesfor all workersabsolutely ashured^ Don’t tember, A. D. 1874, in the ofiic-jof the Register of
deeds for Ottawa county, State of Michigan, in
elay. H. Hallett A Co., Portland, Maine.
Liber No. 1, of mortgages, on pages 223 and 221.
R, B,
D. Proper.
And the said Daniel Pratt having since died testate, and Daniel Pratt and Charles Pratt, tona of
aald deceased, having been duly appointedthe exMr. Henry Lubengn a competent preecutors of his last will and testament, aa well as
being the residuary legatees named in said will, scription clerk, baa charge, and will be
an authenticated copy of which said will and the found at all hours, ready to compound
probate thereofwas recordedin the Register's
prescriptionsin
thoroughly reliable
office, aloresaid.May ninth, 1885, on which mortgage there la claimed to be due at the date hereof, manner.
the amount of five hundred and seventy-ninedolI have Just opened a new fallen* In the First lar* and eighty cents: Notice la hereby given that
A complete assortment of
Ward which I hav<* refurnished and refitted, mak- said mortgage will be fbreclosed by a sale at pubing It one of the beat In this section of the state.
lic vendue of the mortgaged premisea therein described,to-wlt: All that tract or parcel of land,
ADD LOW'S PEKFUHES.
situate in the State of Michigan, In the county of
COPYING AND INDIA INKWGRK A SPECIALTY MUawa, In said State, and describedaa follows,
Wwtt: all of lot fonr that lies on the north side of Everything n pertaining to a first-classdrug
tHJwtrolt and Milwaukee railroad,in Section 14,
store will be kept constantly en band.
Come and see my new quarters. Eighth street Township eight north of Kange 16 west, and also
ear the crossing n! Fish.
that part of the east half of the northeastquarter
of said section which lies sonth of the state road,
B. P. HIGGINS,
it. B. BEST.
containing about thirty-five acres of land; also all
Holland. Mich . May 28. 18S5.
16 tf
that part of lot number four, aouth of the Detroit
Holland, Mich., June 2T. 1884
and Milwaukee railroad, in Section fourteen in
townshipeight, north of range sixteen west, containing one and a half acres of l»nd. In said comity
of Ottawa, at tho front door of the court house of
said Ottawa county, In the city of Grand Haven,
on the seventeenthday of August, next, at two
Groatdata
o*t IndnoeuenU
everofladaowa«nU averaf.
o'clock In the afternoon, to pay the aum due on
f3T»l.
orders
said mortgagewith interestand Costs.
DflePH juid
jind moutH
Moaiaabeautt.
and CofTeea
Dated May twenty-second. A. D. 1885.
, Jfnl Gold B*nfotMoaaRnae
China
DANIEL PRATT,

then to Holland City, Mich., after the
three hundred families of which the above

O.

$200,000

to this

three
tain

1881.

stock.

I

were on their way

county to see him about locating
hundred familieshere. The Capreturned with them, showed them*
Emmons and Campbell counties, and

Holland, Mich. Oct. 23,

Come and examine our
trouble to show Goods.

_
KrajaatSS

mu

Rey. N. T. Kuipera and Rev. Boden, of
Holland, Mich.,

a trial.

FLIEMAN,

J.

OIVE US

give up.

we’ll

office at Holland, Mich., July 9th, 1885:
Mrt. Alviera Eldred,

and examine and give me

at

Ringers gave at Leigh's hall last Thursc<

1885.
Call

entertainment as the Royce Swiss Bell
day evening. The

19.

the Goods are warranted

I am prepared to do repai rii g anil en
which I will sell at astonishinglylow prices In
graving promptly and in the best manner
order to make room for my fall atock.

da pmenti qiven avav.
Send na 5 cents postage,
and by mail you will get

Would You?

to attend such an

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

to be just as represented.

it,

humbug concert com-

a pleasure

and $

All

VAN LANDEOEND * KERKHOF,
like to see

OTHERS

and

put In and repaired.

forgotten.

keep on hand a large assortmentof

made work in

Give us a vail.
You would

alto

SPECTACLES

COST.

wishing anythingIn my line can do aobetter than

BATH TUB.

C. Van Raalte Post
heartily thank the

ladles and gentlemen who kindlv helped
them present the "Drummer Boy" in this
city. Their help and assistance will not
be
J. Kramer, Cm.
J. Grootbkhuis, Adjt.

Is

FARMERS

kinds of

Cisterns and Drive Wells

CARD.

panies, it

of

on band which I propose to sell at

not enough evidence against him

In these days of

lot

I

warrant his holding.

The members of A.
G. A. R. desire to

have a

Sleighs of Every Description.

ishment. Sam Llghtner,who was held
on suspicion, has been released by the

to

xixrros

ever displayed in this city.

Hot and Gold Water

It looks as though the murderers of

who

nijLhaoun

have arranged to handle

Eliza Sage at Allegan would escape pun-

Prosecuting Attorney

The largest assortment ot

bers in Chicago or elsewhere.

or to G.

ED. VEB SCHURK, 8upt.
Van Patten A Sou* store. v
e

Sold by

all

Grocers and To-

bacco Dealers,

^oted for

its

excellent chew, delicious flavor

and cheesy cut. This Tobacco
is manufactured of finest leaf,
purest sweetning “everybody

chews Nimrod. Send

for

samples.
S.

W. VENABLE A CO.

lm

mm

m
HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

of ornamentation. The magnolias bloom

lariat

nine months in the year. The flowers are

W. H. ROGERS, Editor and Publisher. very urge, creamy white, and fragrant.
The tree is beautiful beyond description

Itotices.

TEST YODB BAKDK}

Terms

of SabaorlpHon.
with its great glossy green leaves and
50 per year if paid in advance; SI 75 if
white
flowers. The live oak has a
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
grandeur abont it, from its great size,
paid at six months.

St.

some

Rate* of advertisingmade known on application.
Yearly advertiaera nave the privilege of three moss,

cbangea.
Bnainaaa Garda in City Directory, not over three
linea, %2 per annnm.
Notices
of ----Births,'Marriages, and Deaths pub"
ticei
lished without charge for subscribers.
lyAII advertiains’bills collectableunarterl

maybe toond on

PAPER

THIS

flle

at

Oe&

AdvertisingBureau (10 .
ououacta may be made for

on

them

of

and

large

are draped with Spanish

COWTAJCIW

stock of statlonerv just re-

YATES & KANE.

SLEEPLESS NIGHTS, made miserable by that
terriblecough. Shlloh’e Cure is the remedy for

arise from
furred tongue, fomltlngof bile,

giddiness,lick headache, irregular bowel*. The liver aeeretes the bile and sets like a

tuned to datoct the preaeno*of ammonia.

you.

CATARRH CURED,

I cannot say

that

I

really admire the moss, it gives the tree

flutters

in the breeze

rags of a forlorn beggar. I

like the

fancy

it

must

finally kill the tree for it clings with

such

tenacity,its almost impossible to tear

a

it

hesltb and sweet breath

A

filter or aleve, to

Kane.

FOR LAME BACK.

thi

Holland (My Hews:

been at

complexion, yellow oyca, billons dlarrbaa,
languid,
weary fueling end many other
dUtrasslng symptoms. Billoosnesa may be properly termed
affection of the liver, and
can be thoroughly owed by the
grand ragolalor of the liver
and biliary organa, BUBDOCK
BLOOD BnTBBS. It aoh upon the

Side or cheat nseShUoh’a
centa.

a

25

loss to tell what

and writing for the newsmy present vocation. It is generally understood thst reporters are

cut

wealthy, and I hope

excellent feed.

porters enjoy,
papers

is

not

will

it

be consid-

SHILOH’S VITALIZBR is what yon need for
grass Constipation. Losa of Appetite, Dlasfnesaand all
irrigation, for rymjjtoms of Dyspepsia. Price 10 and 70 cents

not so ignorant as I supposed.

by

is raised here except

No

hay, wheat, barley, and oats are sown and

when green. I’m

The

told it

makes most

when I state psrehed and dry now, there has been no
a rich (fj reporter,who rsin to speak of since January only about
for glory, and travels so as
three days, but it does not seem to be

ered immodest or boastful,

Fresh, pure Drugs cons* antly receiving.

MiiTsvcuns mam nivkr nan qrasnosm
to

*'

ronMmera^re^b

t,

°*

* 0Mtar7 11 ***

THE TESTJFJHE OVEI.

PRICE BAKING POWDER

CO.,

Dr, Price's SpecialEayorimEitracts,
T>*a>ieagiH,miUliiSiwdnWralSa»wfcaew.eai>

BOOTS AND SHOES.

such needed.
disturb the money market
The “heathen chinee” flourishes and

to scatter her colossalsalary about in

We bave just received a large new stock Dr. Pile*’* Lupulln Yeast fiana
of Boots and Shoes and Slippers for
For Light, Healthy Bread .^Tha ^Beat Dry Hop
swings his “pig tail” with impunity. spring and summer trade. The stock is
the counties of Santa Clara, Tulare, and
They are an odious race, though they complete and embraces the latest stylos of
FOR SALK BY CROCIRS.
Fresno, and has concluded to write a his81. LOUI8.
make good servants, and will stay long as Ladies’ and Gents’ bhoes, which are sold
tory of them as soon as she completesthe you want them to, they are very generally at reasonable prices. We sell
Fargo’s Boots and ITno Ladles Shoes.
task of reading Herbert Bancroft’s “Na- employed as bouse servants. It would be
a way as not to

o(the circulationof the

state, is taking in

CHICAGO.

L.

tive Races,” and the restef the thirty-nine better for the country, however, if fewer
volumes that Bancroft has written about were in it.

no person has
Another California production not to
yet been found brave enough to read and be overlooked is Its fleas, they will make
properly appreciate.This leal she has a skating rink of a person in about two
the Pacificslope, and that

•

8PRIET8MA & SON,

1885.

Holland, March 19,

THAT HACKING COUGH

7-ly

tePRIGEJ

can be bo quickly

cured by bhiloh’a Cure. We guarantee

it.

SPECIAL

WILL YOU SUFFER with Dynpeprtaand Liver
Complaintf Shiloh’s Vltalizer Is gnaranteed to
cure you. For sale by Yates A Kane.

determined to accomplishbecause she ha8 days after he lands, and you begin to inlife time before her, and has become fas- quire at once if nothing has ever been disCroquet sets, Base Ball goods and
cinated with her Bancroft
covered thst will annihilate them. You Fishing Tackle. Call and see.
YATES & KANE.
Santa Clara county is remarkable for its get all fixed up and have an idea you will
delightfulclimate, its great fruit ranches, be prim and dignified,when directly your
and the immense wealth of many of its desire is to scratch, and to heap anathe-

Now, Mr.

Editor this is

world. Climbing the mountains

you are hundreds of
and then

to look

valleys, will give

feet

kith

Mrs. A. £. 8. Banos.

desire to explode

a

way

all the sentiment in the

Safe, swift, and sure to regulatethe

of expressive

TOWNS.
Holland ........

10

Grand Junction.

11

—

A

few days since “ye writer” took a trip

New Almaden,
Spain. The country is picturesque beyond description.
The mining town is perched on the mountain aides. Long before you reach the
to the quicksilver mines at

second only

to those in

mines, you see way up on one of the high

cat plateaus,a church errected for the
miners, by the Methodists; and let me say
-

Just here, go where you will you find foot-

-—.—-^--•*
-.......
-----------—
.--

nomination has done
ours

is

you

You

life;

the shaft into the mine, but fear

that a sniff of brimstope might greet our
classicnose, deterred us from going

down

twenty-three hundred feet below the level
of the ocean, though we were struck with
the ides, that

it

was

just possible that

we

Zeeland ........
Holland ........

When yon rlait or leave New York City, save
Baggage,fixpreuage. and Carriage hire and atop
at the Grand Union Hotel, oppositeGrand Central Depot.
Elegant rooms fitted np at a coat of one million
dollar*, redneed to one dollar and upwards per day
on Enropear. plan. Restanrantsupplied with the
best. Horse car, stages,and elevated railroad to
all depots. Famine* can live belter for less
money at the Grand Union hotel than at any other
first-class

hotel in the

city.

15-ly

^ditdisemruts.

shaken up “quite some” often, not so
gently either sometimes. We did visit

werk

is

done under ground. The Super-

intendent kindly gave

me

permissionto

my band,

bring away ali I could carry in
so I attempted to

lift

up some of the quick-

ing perhaps eight quarts of
I

might have

It

and was told

pounds

I in

H.

HoLtawD, Mich., July

10.

PU8TMA,

1885.

ISWt

KANTERS & SONS

that, if I could lift it, but as

turn presented

he would

it

lift it,

as

it

to the

I could

all

and peaches have been in market since
May. The Almond and English walnut
are very generally cultivated.Olives and

WARRANTED

which they eell at reasonable prices.

are

Licensed Plnbers
and are prepared to

make water connectionsfor

DWELLINGS,
HOTELS.

Everything grows with such vigor, and

and other business bonding*. Also for

the trimming and pruning that has to be
done to keep things anywhere within

MUQUn

bounds, strikes an eastern eye as heroic
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1

a

targe quantity of Pine and

J.

1885.

used

Spring Opening

J. H. CARPENTER. Gen. Paea. Agt.
CHURCHILL.Station Agent.

ooiva W18T.

LA7I SnOIKLEM,

a. m.
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FOR BARGAINS

7

17
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DRY GOODS,

FOR BARGAINS IN COTTONS,
Our large stock of
will

READY-MADE CLOTHING
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be *uld at bottom price*.
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Examine our Goods before purchasing elsewhere.
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General Store!
for working people. Send 10 eenti
(postageand we will mail yon /Th, s
royal, valuable sample box of goods
that will put you In the way of making more money in
In a few
rew aaya
day* than you
you ever
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Hose Reels,
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NECKWEAR, HATS AND CAPS, ETC.

the fruit of the

currant on long stems. The cypress is
n wonderful tree. It can be trimmed into

!

VAN PCTTEN A

Holland, Mich., April 80,

00

t Daily, ft Daily except Saturday. Ail other
trains dally except Sunday.
Tickets to all point* In the United State* and

Ash

Try a load.

......

Indestructible Hose,

if

We also have

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS
.

Just beautiful,they look

almost any shape and

Clothing,

SUMMER WOOD

1214

which we keep on hand ail modem fixtures,
At Toledo, with all nllroada diverging. At Dunuglu
There Is nothing
in the line of plumbing that we
dee, with T A.A.AG.T. At Britton, with Wabcannot do or supply.
s»h, St. Louis A Pacific.At Teeumaeb, with Lake
Shore A Mich. Southern. At Jerome. wRh L. 8.
AM.
At Hanover, with L. 8. A M. 8. At

like

Ready-Made

V

treatment The trees and vines and shrubs
are trimmed till they are as bare as the
north pole, and in a few weeks are covered with foliage. The pepper trees are
grow

wRmsnuitciare an grauea or oninglr* and will
cheap a« any dealer,call and see ua
at the Pluggsr Mills or call on T. Keppei before
buying elsewhere.
sell than as

in
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BARBER SHOPS,

like great ferns.
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Lowell, Mute.
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anybody,and should be
membered by everybody.
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verified /bv

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,

SALE

Canada.

squabbleand partly because it dld’nt pay

considerably though not so
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FROM MUSKEGON TO

The

merly. Thirty years work is beginningto
tell The Landscape mine has been
abandoned entirely, partly through the
company who owned it getting into a law

cultivated for

a m. p.m. a.m. p.m. p. m.
Holland .............10 20
Grand Raven .......11 05
Ferryeburg ..........11 13
Mnakegon ..........11 55
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CHERRY PECTORAL

has,
In numberlessInstances, cured obstinate
cases of chronicBronchitis,LmynglUa,
and even acute PneumonU, and has
saved many patientsIn the earlier stages
of Pulmonury Consumption. It Is •
medicine that only requires to be taken fat
small doses, Is pleasant to tho taste, and la
needed In every house where there are
children,as there Is nothing so good aa

BAU.WGARTEL.

w.

Supt.

not.

mines do not “pan out” as heavily as

The valleys are

Ladles hair cleaned and dressed in the lateit

F1BSWLASS TOILET VATEB FOB

bylt.

AYER’S CHERRY PECTORAL for treat*
ment of Croup and Whooping Cough.
These are all plain L
facts, which can be

HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.

FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON.

Dissolution Notice.
Notice Is hereby given that the co-partnership
heretofore existing under the firm name of Seregardns A Postma.Tsthis day dissolved.H. Poatma will contlnne the business, to whom all accounts due said firm must be paid and who will
paj all accounts against the firm.
K. 80RBUARDU8,

weighed something like two hundred

it

any time.

FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.

silver but I found that not an atom could
I grasp; then I was shown a bucket hold-

at

a.

quakes, for Mr. Editor, we get gently

buildings are Immense though most of the

Invigorating Shampoo.

fashion.

m. p. m. >.m. p.m.
215 1 00 040 4 15
10 02
11 s» 5 10
10 15 1 40 1 1 88 5 85

offered to the public.

AYER’S

A Scientific Haircut or

FROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.
Grand Haplda.

Is not a new claimant for popular confidence, but a medicine which Is 'Unlay
saving the lives of the third generation
who nave come Into being since it was

well

A Good Clean Shaye.;

p.

might, down there, come to some scientific

rooms. The

you can get a

«

strength

IMPORTANT.

Cherry Pectoral

troduced where Its use has ever been
abandoned, and there is not • person
who has ever given It a proper trial
for any throat or lung disease susceptible of cure, who has not been made

TONSORIAL PARLORS

fifty

conclusion as to the cause of our earth-

the retorts and reducing

p.m. ptm. a.m.

Mali. Exp Exp.jExp. Exp.

the praise of Electric Bitters.Sold at
cents a bottle by H. Walsh.

<

AYER’S

There Is not a household In which this
Invaluable remedy has once been in-

BILLY'S

8 80 2 80
5 40 12 10 725
628 1 45 10 15
7 15 2 55 1
7 22 5 17 8 00
880 140 5 SO

'

"I have never found, In thirty-five years of
continuous study and practice of medicine, any
preparation of so great value aa Avia's Oaaaav
rscTOBAL, for treatmentof diseases of the
throet and 'lungs. It not only breaks up eolda
and cures sevsre coughs, but la more aflbcUre
than anything else In reliavlng even tbs moat
seriousbroach U1 and pulmonary affections,"

first

m. p.m. a.m. a.m. p. m.
and activity will return; pain and misery Holland .............. 830 8 80 t4 45 10 15 5 85
3 40
4 5510 25 5 45
will cease, and henceforth you will rejoice Uraud Rapids ........ 425 2 15 5 45 11 15 580

in

f f
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FROM HOLLAND TO GRAND RAPIDS

that will follow;

new

LOUm

pm. p.m. a.m. p.m.

will be surprised to

improvement

will be inspired with

of

incalculable.We were Invited to

down

go

in this broad land

m

Buffalo

nature, by all means procure a bottle of

Methodism. The good that de-

prints of

a.

2 0U
........ 11 85
pressed spirits,loss of appetite, general
Benton Harbor ....... 12 42
debility, disordered blood, weak constitu2 07
tion, headache,or any disease of a bilious Grand Junction ...... 2 80
8 30

Electric Bitters.

87
12 52
l 45

a.tn p. m.
500 2 15
8*T 4 85
220 5 15
12 00 7 00
285 2 10
ft
p. m.

FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.
New

see the rapid

1
12

250 480 245
7 10 7 10 600
p.m p. m. a. m

with low and de-

are suffering

r*
85

25 1 40
87 280
11 55 244
1 80 888

Bangor ..........

ST.

Exp. Mix. Mix’d

Mail

a.m. p.m.

NsviP (HVi Up.

you

PRICE BAKING POWDER CO.,

Nl’t

command. Indeed, bowels, are Ayer ’s% Cathartic Pills. Rec- New Buffalo
Chicago.....'. ..
Webster’s Unabridged hardly contains ommended by eminent physicians.

If

MOST PERFECT MADE

CHICAGO.

FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.

words which you can

are in.

SB

Nothing else gives such Immediate relief
and works so sure a cure in all affections
of this class. That eminent physician.
Prof. F. Sweetser, of the Maine
M Medical
School,Brunswick, Me., says
"Medical science hue producedno other anodyne expectorant so good aa Avia's Onaav

Purest and strongestNatural Fnitt Flavors.

Benton Harbor.

words enough to convey to your companions what an ecstasy of delight you

AY^S CHERRY PECTO&AL.

Taking Effect Sunday, June 21, 1885.

Respectfully,.

over the

EXTRACTS

Chicago and Wait Michigan Bailway.

and kin and tabled “articlesdeclined.”

above the ocean,

down upon and
you

till

into the gravest maladies of the throat
and lungs, Is a considerationwhich should
impel ever^r prudent person to keey at

Ill.,whosaya:—

a long “com-

foot bills, and through the valleys, con- munication”,if it is unworthy, place it in
vinces one that California is the Eden of one of those pigeon holes devoted to its
the

Tho fatal rapidity with which slight
Colds and Coogha frequently develop

The same opinion Is expressed hv the
well-known Dr.L.J, Addison, of Chicago,

pit $oafc.

population. Ranches containingtwenty- mas on the fleas, and wonder what they
five thousand acres are no uncommon were made for.

A Safeguard.

Pa cto sal. It I* Invaluable for dlseeaeeof the
throat and lungs."

a

thing. A ride over the country among the

stomach, bowels and liver,
making healthy bile and pure
blood, and open* the culverts
and sluiceways for the outlet
of disease. Sold everywhere
and guaranteed to owe.

YATES & KANE.

the truth, that
writes mostly

DOES NOT CONTAIN AMMONIA.

m

CROUP, WHOOPING COUGH and Bronchitis mod
immediatelyrelieved by Shiloh’s Cure. For sale
by Yates A Kane

mountain sides look

A'.vivS

HI

eaoilngJaundlM,saUow

blood,

A Letter Prom California.

sire to travel about the country, that re-

Impu-

la liable to overflow Into the

SHILOH’S COUGH and Consumption Cure Is
by us on a guarantee. It cures consumption.
many of the flowers are which I see here. sold
For sale at Yatea A Kane.
At first I was quite cutup to think my
8an Jose, Ctl., June 27, 1885.
knowledge of botany was so limited, but
A fine line «f Blank Books just re
Mr. Editor:— A growing desire for no- when I came to make inquiry 1 found the ceived. Call and see. Yates & Kane.
toriety through authorship,prompts me flora of California was entirely different
For fresh herbs and pure drugs go to
to send a communicationto the New*. from that of the East, and the state botany
the Central Drug store.
Few b*Te the leisure, the coin, or the de- is compiled for its especial use. So I was
For

off.

eleanse

rltlee of the blood. By irregularity In Ita action or enapenIona of Ita functions, the bile

Kremers & Banos have a full stock of
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, paint and whitewash brushes, which they are selling at
low figures for cash.
Porua Plaater. Price

BILIOUSNESS.
Bniouai^^uinTarlably

wAJMCBSOirZ^L.

THK TKSTl

Shiloh’* Catarrh Remedy. Price 50
cents. Nasal Injector free. For tale by Yates

such a ragged appearance. It swings and

I have

An immense

ceived.

bunches of mistletoe grow secured by

the branches.

sways and
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"WHO BIDES HIS TIME.

Horse Range on a report of placer that razor edge on my throat it was arm of the devoted customer, and the
mining. There waa a pile of men kingdom come, sure enough.
third, passing through the hoard partiwent up there, and things waa pretty
“Lookin’ hack on it now, I don’t sup- tions, pierced both ears os a mule on
lively for a while. There was a hard pose he would have done for me that which one of the Sheriffs men was
lot, that jnmped claims when they way. Pike may have been a murderer mounted, creating a diversion in the

Who

bides his time, and day by day
Faces defeat full patiently,
And lifts a mirthful roundelay,
However poor his fortunes be—
He will not fail in any qualm
Of poverty—the paltry dime
It will grow golden in ms palm,
Who bides his time.

Who

bides his time— he tastes the sweet
‘ Of honey in the saltesttear;
And though he fares with slowest feet,
Joy runs to meet hlm drawing'near ;
The Dirds are heralds of his cause,
And, like a never ending rhyme,
'The roadside blooms in his applause.
Who bides his time.
.

Who

bides his time, and fevers not
In the hot race that none achieves,
Shall wear cool wreathed laurel, wrought
With crimson berries in the leaves.
And he shall reign a goodly king,
And sway his hand o’er every clime,
With peace writ on his signot ring,
Who hides his time.
—James W. Hi leu.

futy-thbee.
No, my friend, you are not old,
‘Though;)
i to silverturns the gold
Of your hair, and though the blue

Such a loyal heart ns lies
In your bosom Time defies,
And your voice must still be young,
For it late sweet verses sung ;
And your laugh is wondrously
sly
'Spring-attuned for fifty-three.

•

Some there are but half those yoars
Deaf to everything that cheers,
Dumb when they should kindly speak,
Blind to all the poor and weak.
Older these, ’tis plain to see,
Are than you at>S5E“
fifty-three.

None throughoutthe world, in sooth,
Part so slowly with their youth
. As those spiritswho dehght
Inmnkingdreary pathways bright.

When much more than fifty-three.

— Bv

Margaret Ey tinge, in Harper's Weekly.

The

Sheriff of Shallyhoe.

A Frontier Episode.
PART

of

round.

Of:

-

conld and raised the devil generally, and a horse thief, lAit he didn’t never,
and there was a law and order party so far as I know, come down to the cutthat wanted every feller to have a fair throat business. Bnt it wasn’t much
show.
of a time for cool reasoning, that
“Well, just off the toughs had the wasn’t, and I tell yon you can’t know
upper hand, hut after awhile more till you have tried it how awful weakAmerican men come in and we— me enin’ it is to the nerves to have a razor
and my pard— was always on the law drawn across your windpipe by a truthand order side— we began to feel strong ful-disposed man who has sworn to kill
enough to take a hand. So we called yon.
a meetin’ and I was chose Cap’n, and
“Well, that was the longest shave I
we gave ont that there wa’n’t to -be no ever had; hnt after a little eternity he
more foolin’ like what we’d had so much went across the room for something,
of up to then.
and I put a twist into my voice and said
“Well, the toughs, they attend- somethingabout getting my tohaeker,
ed the meetin’
course — every and got up and walked over to where
able man in camp waa to that meetin’— my traps were hung. I never looked
and they tried all they knew to break toward him till I got a holt on my army
it up, but we was too many for ’em and
Colt, and then I turned, quick os a
passed onr resolutionsall straight by a flash, and had him covered before he
large majority. It’s wonderful the looked
s
hoys didn’t get to shootin’ while the
“The minute he saw me standin* np
meetin* was goin’ on, hnt they didn’t, and nigh on clean shaved, he know’d
and after it was over they kinder stood me, hnt he went on stropping his razor,
round waitin’ to see what would hap- cool as yon please.
pen.
“‘That you, Cap?’ says he.
“ ‘Yes,’ says I, ‘it’s me/ Pike. Never
“They’s most always somethin’ happens when a crowd like that’s waitin’ mind about the second conrse. I
for it, with shootin’ irons and knives knows its customary, bnt there’s your
in its belts, and pretty soon it come. half dollar all the same,’ and I chucked
There was three or four knots of the one on the floor.
“ ‘Oh, that’s all right, Cap,’ says he.
hoys, some of ’em one party and some
another, and some mixed, and Pike T don’t owe yon no grudge now,’ says
Murphy’s saloon was dost by, wide he. ‘Yon may as well sit down agin.’
“ ‘Not if the court knows it,’ says I. *1
open and all lit np gorgeous.”
“Who’d you say?” interrupted the know you for a truthful man, Pie, and
I know you swore to lay me ont for
Sheriff; “Pike Murphy?”
“That’s what I said, Sheriff. Know what I did np to Blue Horse, and I
don’t propose to have you do no more
him?”
“I’ve heerd on him— that’s all. Drive foolin’ round my windpipe with no
razor.’
ahead!”
“ ‘Well,’ says he, ‘you’ve got the floor
“As I was sayin’, Pike Murphy waa
servin’ ont his pizen pretty liberal, and and I hain’t got nothin’ to say.’
“Thave, tho’,’ says I. and I made
his pard and him was ’round among the
hoys as much as they was behind the him lay down his razor and hold np his
bar. Oh, they was capitalists, they hands till I tied ’em with a bridle thar
was, and had their hired bartenders, was bangin’ np behind the door, and
then I triced him np on one of the rafthey did!
“Well, Pike’s pard, he was wus nor ters, just so he could stand easy.’
“ ‘Now, Pike, says I, ‘don’t yon holPike for all sorts of pure cussedness.
low
till I’m out of bearin’, ’cause if yon
Barndollar was the name he went by,

I.

A sunburned man in the regulation
uniform of the mountains sat on a
tmwlder in the shade at the top of the
divide. His pony, tethered by a long
lariat of rawdiide, cropped the grass
«mong the stones and tree roots. The

and we called him Dolly for short
Fust I knowed Dolly come out of the
saloon and a lot of others ’round, and
of lighting a briarwood pipe. As he
he sings out: ‘Where’s the feller that
sheltered the match with hishand from
said he'd ran Pike Murphy an’ his gang
'the gentle breeze hia ear caught a faront o’ camp
Let me get a show at
off sound as of a horse's hoofs away
himonoet!’
down the mountain side in the direc“Like a dnrn fool he hadn'r draw’d
tion opposite whence he had himself
before makin’ this speech, so I jus kiv«ome. The pony heard it, too, for he
ered him quietly and tole him to hold
raised his head, pricked his ears and
np his hands, and he, like any other
Cave alow whinny.
dura fool, undertook to draw after I
The man finished lighting his pipe,
had the drop on him fair. Well, as a
glanced at the smoke and saw that it
matter of course I just shot him right
blew away from the approaching horsein his tracks, and he didn’t write home
man, and then walk*
walked over to the brow
to his friends no more.
of the declivity, which commanded a
“The law and order party they
wiew of the road half a mile distant
hacked
me up good. They was two or
mnd 500 feet below.
three more of tbe crowd shot to once
A horseman was passing over this visible section of the road, and the man and some more lynched before ,we got
wratebed him keenly until he disap- through with ’em, but we ended by
act’ly runnin’ Pike and what was left of
peared where the trees ont off farther
his gang ont o’ camp. Thelaw and or•opportunity for observation.
der party naturally took possessionof
"I don’t reckon it’s him,” he remarked,
his stock of liquors and after takin’ toll
lialf to himself and half to the pony,
who seemed to listen; wbut I s’pose I all round, appinted a good steady feller executor of the estate, with power
anoughtas well halt him and find out
to continue the business for the benefit
ior sura”
of the commonwealth.
Accordingly he led the pony into the
“Well, yon see, Pike couldn’t in the
oedars and stationed himself behind a
tree trunk which commanded the cp- natur of things, cherish much affection
for me, and I got word from over the
proach at short range.
As the approaching horse’s hoofs Divide that he was a laying for me and
aonnded nearer he cocked his double- swearin’ he’d kill me on sight Now,
I’ll say for Pike that he waa a man that
'Sian, too, bad just finished al fresco a
repast of some sort, and was in the act

?

'

barreled gun, and when the rider’s
bead came in sight threw it with lightning-like quickness to his shoulder and
call out in an authoritative voice,
^Handsnp, stranger 1”
The rider started, reined in his horse,

and

always kept his word—

’specially in

matters of this sort. It was a kind of
a religion with him, and I knowed I’d
have to he mighty spry when the time
come.
“I used to shave them days, bnt,
come Winter, I let my heard grow long,
and somehow I never shaved again tul
this forenoon down to Bender. Pve
been knockin’ about ever since, from
one camp to another, and doin’ fairly
well on the whole, and, finally, thinks
I, I’ll go down to Frisco and see some

for an instant seemed half inclined
to take the chance either of flight or
•combat, bnt seeing that he was fairly
‘ bh
covered by a double-muzzle
suggestive
cf “buck and hall,” he complied, and
held up his hands, the horse resuming
hia mechanical grit till the level summit was gained, when he stopped of his
own accord, with the drooping head folks again. So last week I lit ont, inand heavy breathing of a hard -pushed tending to take the train somewheies

“

down

animal
“What’s this for

eyeing the

the

range. ,

,

t

.

“I got to Bender last night and seen
newcomer,
gnnnncomforta- the sights and slept late this mornin’

?” said the

still leveled

“Wal, stranger, I ax your parding if
you ain’t the right feller, an’ I think
rou ain’t But I’m the Sheriff o’ ShalIvhoe County, an’ I’m looking for a man.
no you ain't nun," he added, lowering
bis gun, naif-cockingthe hammers and
’throwing it into the hollow of his left
arm. “He’s got a game eye and a
clash across the nose, and yoa h ain’t
.got nary one.”
“All right, Sheriff,” said the horse>man cheerfully, as he dismounted.
**I hain’t got them ear-marks, hut my
torse is pretty nigh played andl gness
Fve got far enough away from Bender
City to rest a hit”
“Come np from Bender, have you? I
expect the man I want is down to Ben•der. How long since you left there?”
"About two hours. I got out in a
harry. 1 hain’t got no use for Bender
jaat now.”
“That’s singular,” said the Sheriff;
“*1 don’t recko-i my man’ll have much
vise lor Bender after to-night, if not
•ooner.” Then after a pause, during

and thought I’d ride ont and see an old
pard o’ mine that’s got a ranch back in
the foothills,when jnst as I was goin’
to start I seen aharher-pole,and thinks
I, Til have a shave and look kind o’
civilized like on account of Tom’s havin’ his family with him.” So in I goes
—there wa’n’t nobody else in the shop
—and sits down, not takin’ notice of
the feller that tended the shop.
“Well, he clipped off my beard with
his shears and got me well lathered
before I took a square look at him, and
then, Great Scott! I seen it was Pike
himself!
“He didn’t know me yet, that was
plain, on account of the beard, bnt I
knowed he would before he got all
through; and then, stranger, 1 jnst felt
myself turnin’ as pale as death inside.
I don’t know whether I showed it in
my face or not, for I was afraid to let
Pike see my eyes.

“Why

draw on him then and
thar? Well, stranger, I don’t blame
yon for askin’ that question, not a hit
It’s perfectly natural, bnt I’m ashamed
which be thonghtlullyregarded his to say I had most carelesslytook off
•companion: “Stranger, tain’t none o’ my belt and hung it up out of reach.
way business. 1 ain’t arter yon, bnt Of course, if I had a shooter handy
yrou’ve been shove lately,hain’t you?” there wouldn't have been no difficulty
The stranger passed his hand over at all in getting the drop on him. T But
*he lower part of his face, which was here he was, with one band holding bay
Beveral shades lighter thjm the rest and head stiddy and the other— well,
iparativelysmooth, from a recent stranger, I never thought to object to a
didn’t I

sharp razor for shavin’ before.
acquaintance with a razor.
“Yes,” he said, “I’d most forgot thaF,
PART IL
•and it does kind o’ give me away, don’t
“Pike had hia tools in prime order
and awful convenient He was always
a quick, handy man with weapons of
any kind. I thought he’d have to reach
for a towel or something, hut he never
let go his grip on me till he got moat
throngh; and, I tell yon, when I felt

»

do

PH come back and shoot yon

through the winder. I’m not sure bnt
I’m doin’ wrong to let you off this way,
anyhow,’ says I, ‘but I’m a stranger in
Bonder, and I don’t know the ways of
the place, so I’ll give the Sheriff another chance.’
“ ‘Then I got np as soon as I could
and lit ont from Bender, ’cause I
heer'd at the hotel that this here barber (that was afore I know’d who he
was) was a leadin’ citizen and was rannin’ for Mayor or somethin’.So I reckoned he could whoop np the hoys and
make it uncomfortablefor me if I
stayed in that neighborhood too long.
That’s the reason why I fresh shaved,
Mr. Sheriff. Now, if you don’t mind
tellin’ me, who is it your after?”
“Well, stranger,” said the Sheriff,
slowly, “I’m sfter Pike Murphy—
though he don’t go by that name in
Bender. He’s been regularlysentenced
to be hung in three different counties
in Nevada and Colorado, besides which
the woods is tolerable full of citizens’
committees that’s jnst spilin’ to interview him. We didn’t know till yesterday that he was down to Bender and

darkness outside in which mulish heels
and a summarily unseated rider bore
conspienons parts.
Kyarter was nearest the door, and remarking, “I’ll fix him, Sheriff,”bolted
around to the rear of the shop, seized a
double-barreled shotgun from one of
the guards, thrust it through a pane of
glass without waiting to open the window, and, presenting it within three
feet of the discomfitedruffian, remarked,
“Now, then, Pike!”
That individual turned his heed and
looked into the double muzzles, which
seemed to grow larger as he gazed.
One glance was enough.
“Put her down, Cap,” he said. “My
hands is np.”
A crowd had rapidly gathered from
the neighboring saloons, which formed
the business center or Bender City,
while tho arrest was effected,bnt it was
kept hack by a cordon of the Sheriff’s
men. Presently the prisoner,securely
pinioned,was brought ont and lifted to
the hack of a led horse, while the Sheriff
read his warrant to the crowd— which
seemed somewhat inclined to attempt a
rescue. He gave, also, a brief summary
of the prisoner’s history, with some of
the aliases by which he was known.
Popular incredulity and indifferenceas
to alleged murders gave way to righteous wrath as -soon as it was known that
he was a thrice-convictedhorse-thief,
and when the posse rode out of town
all danger of a rescue was over, and the
Sheriff’sonly solicitation was lest a
citizens’ committee should take the
matter into their own hands. Nor was
his anxiety without foundation.As the
party rode up the long mountain road
consultationsin a low tone of voice
took place among the members of its
rear guard. At length one passed to
the front and engaged the Sheriff in

conversation. Then another
riding up on the other side

joined,

where the

trail widened a little. At a favorable
moment his wrists were seized, and, although he straggled manfully for a few

seconds, he waa quickly overpowered
and disarmed.
Early on the following morning a
camping party, bound for one of the
smaller mountain parks, crossed the
divide. Some of them had walked on
in advance of the team which was toiling slowly np the long ascent
Two girls, just from an Eastern
school, were leading the way, alpen
stocks in

hand. As

they/ paused for a

moment to wait and
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The farm also prodnoes its own raw
material from which to manufacture
articles of sale. Instead of the farm
being adapted to a single occupation
only, it is really a combination of a
great many pursuits. The implements
und machinery are varied, and the products are not limited to any particular
articles. It is because all the advantages of farming are not utilized that
so many failures occur, for with
proper management and judicious system no pursuit is surer, owing to the
many available forms in which the
farm product may be marketed.
There is no advantage in selling the
raw material of the farm, and by the
term raw material is included all the

vegetation produced.

The farmer

usually sells tho product (which brings
the lowest price always) and its conversion into more salable matter is done
through the agency of others. He can
partially regulate the prices obtained
by sending his produce to market only
in such forms as will bring a profit; and
his advantages lie in the unlimited
time for doing this. The machinery
for producing the raw material is constantly getting ont of repair, hut the
machinery used for converting the product into different material is self-sustaining and self-repairing.To make it
plainer, the cow is the machine tor converting hay and grain into milk, hatter, cheese, and beef. As she gradually
wears out she supplies herself with a
new machine. She is capable of appropriating and utilizing a vast amount
of matter which could not find a market hnt for her assistance,while at the
same time she returns a portion of the
original cost in the shape of manure
for the purpose of assisting to further
increase the amount of raw material. The
lurnisbes wool,
mutton,
lambs, and, unlike
the cow, forages upon the barren waste
places, gathering the scanty herbage,
and compelling even the weeds to furnish their quota. The sow, the most
prolific of onr animals, fills the family
pork-barreland furnishesprogeny that
matnre quickly and reach the market
in a short time, and on a variety of food
which permits of the cultivationand
utilization of many crops that are rarely
salable, except at a low price. The
mare gives ns the power with which to
perform the work required and adds
her offspring to the revenue, and 4Yen
the poultry, though bnt a small part of
the whole, are effective and capable
machines for the oonverson of much
waste material into ready selling carcasses and eggs. Tims it is seen that
animals and birds are machines, performing their work by different meth-
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ewe
and

rest, one, with
speechlesshorror, clutched the other by
the hand, and both gazed with pallid
faces upon a lifelessform that hung by
the neck from a limb of the widespreading oak under whose shade they ods and giving a variety of manufactured
stood.
products which are salable at all seaThrust in his belt was a half-sheet of sons of the year.
paper, on which was rudely printed
If the farm is a factory it mast he,
“Pike Murphy, horse-thiefand mur- to yield a profit, a first-classone.
derer. Done by order of Judge Lynch poor machine will do inferior work
by the Citizens’ Committee of Shallyhoe
only, and to get the best results the
County, June 15, IS.— Charles L. Hor- most perfect and labor-savingmachinton, in Chicago Inter-Ocean.
ery alone should be employed. It is
:

A

Hints

not good judgment in the farmer manufacturerto use a machine that makes
only-tenquarts of milk from the material ased when he can as readily use
one that manufacturesdouble that
quantity, and even more. As faetones
are provided with the latest inventions
in order to compete with rivals, so must
the fanner begin to realize that he, too,

Gourmands.

to

The fie;h of young animals digests
barber shop. Of course he quicker than that of matnre ones. This
goes by a digerent name there. I’ve is true, also, of the flesh of wild birds,
got a strongjposseappointed to meet me which is more tender than that of dohere before snndown. It’s about time mesticated ones. This is accounted
some on ’em was cornin’ along. Bein’ for by the greater amount of exercise
as yon know him, stranger, maybe they take, thereby renewing their flesh
you’d like to go along with us?” inter- more rapidly and making it younger is in competitionwith his fellowrogatively.
than that of birds which live a more farmers, and endeavor to secure the
With that readiness to risk life for quiet life.
greatestprofits by the efficiency pf his
Fish of all kinds is food for nervous machineryand the quality of his prothe sake of a little excitement which is
characteristic of the Anglo-Saxonman, people. Raw eggs, contraryto the gen- ducts. No business man is satisfied
the stranger accepted with pleasure his eral opinion,are not so digestible as with the machinery of twenty years
those which have been cooked. They ago, and why should the farmer he
new-found friend’s invitation.
“William Mack Ky arter is my name,” should be boiled jnst enough to harden less energetic? The old-fashionedmilk
he said. “It's my real name, too. I the white. Some persons digest hard- maohine should give way to the Holcome from Pennsylvania,and I ain’t no boiled eggs better than those cooked stein, Ayrshire, and Jersey. The pork
ways ashamed to have it known who I rare. Neither fried eggs nor anything barrel mast be filled quickly and
else fried should he eaten by nervons cheaply by the Berkshire,Chester,
am/
The Sheriff and his oomjianion pro- people. The very first thing for any Yorkshire, and Poland Ohina. The
ceeded to make themselvescomforta- one who has exhansied himself by men- wool and mutton must come from the
ble, where they could keep an eye on tal work, or one who has been horn Merino, the Cotswold, and the “Downs ;”
the trail which Jed Benderwards,and weak or irritable,is to furnish his brain and the “old bine hen” must make
in due time the posse began to ride in, with snffioient food to either repair the room tor the Brahma, the Leghorn, and
singly and by twos and threes, until damage it has sustainedor to bnild it the Plymouth Rock. The factory must
some twelve or fifteen determined-look- up into a strong, healthy condition. he worked to its fullest capacity, and
ing men were assembled, all heavily Good bread, with plenty of sweet but- nothing should be sold off the farm
ter, is an excellentfood for the nerves.
armed.
until it has been utilized by the maAnimal food is more nutritions to the chines.— P/ii/ade/p/aaHecora.
In the late dusk of the summer evening they rode into Bender, silently sur- nervons system and to the body genCoolnessUnder lire.
rounded Murphy’s shop, and four men, erally than vegetable. It has all the
essential
elements
for
the
formation
of
An exhibition of composure under
led by the Sheriff, entered and summoned him to surrender. Pike was the tissues of the body, and is easily fire, perhaps never recounted in print,
professionallyengaged at the moment, digested.It appears to be the natural occurred during the Schleswig-Holstein
war in 1840. A Prussian force was bebut warned perhaps by his morning’s sustenance for human beings.
The first food taken by humanity— leaguering the fortress of Friedrichexperience,he had his revolver within
easy reach, and dropping behind his milk— is strickly an animal substance. sor t, at that time commanded by a Dancustomer’s chair, much to that individ- It contains all the elements necessary ish General noted for coolness and
ual’s consternation,opened fire on the to the growth of the human body and dandyism, and both fortress and town
to its maintenance in a state of health. were subjected to a most unmerciful
Sheriff’s party.
The skirmish was short and lively ThiS'Cannot be said of any one article pelting, in the progress of which a shell
and peonliarlyentertaining to the un- of vegetable food.
passed throngh the wall of the comIf a person uses up his brain faster mandant’s office, demolished a clerk or
fortunate customer, who with along
white peignoir, or whatever that mys- than he makes it he soon becomes ir- two in transit, and made its exit
terious garment may he called where- ritable and nervous. And if he does through the opposite wall of the buildwith tonsorial artists are accustomed not assimilateenough food to supply ing. Naturally there ensned a moto swathe their victims, fonnd himself its demands l> s mind is sure to become ment of hnrry and confusion among the
suddenly converted into a species of weak. . The healthiest and strongestin- people in the office. The commandant,
rnnnin’ a

fortification. When the first shots
rang ont the bullets whistled in close
proximity to his person. He started
from his reenmhent position, grasping
the arms of the chair, but was transfixed by the voice of the Sheriff.
“Yon sit still, stranger!” he roared,
adding to his own posse, “take to cover
and wing him if you can, hoys,” upon

dividuals, even, should eat a far greater however, sat calmly at his desk, and in
proportion of meat than of vegetable his usual tones requested an orderly to
food. Beef should he taken as the stop the hole in the wall with a blanket
standard meat. It answers every pur- before the draft should give him hia

the system when not cooked death of cold—
too much. Yeal and pork are not as Advertiser.
easily digested. Pork, so far as compose of

Nem York Commercial
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Happiness.
positiongoes, is an excellent food for
There is one way of attaining what
nervons persons, bnt it is not easily
we may term, if not utter, at least morwhich the three deputies promptly digested
tal happiness; it is this: A sincere
availed themselves of such shelter as
Twenty years has not been sufficient and nnrelentipg activity for the happithe establishmentafforded, taking snapto destroy the explosive qualities of ness of others. In that one maxim it
shots whenever the unhappy Pike inshells which were used in the late war. concentrated whatever is notye in moradvertentlyexposed any portion of hia
Forest fires have recently laid bare the ality, sublime in religion, or unswearaanatomy.
old battlefields of the Wilderness, Vir- ble in truth. In that pursuit we have
In a skirmish of his character,or in
ginia, and many old shells have ex- all qeope for whatever is excellent in
a regular pitched battle, it is surpris,
our hearts, and none for the petty pasing how many shots can he fired and
sions which onr nature is heir to.— Pulbut little damage done. Of the score
A resident of Portland. Oregon, obW
wer Lytton.
or sd of bullets which flew hack and served that Miss Lily Hill’s fiat foreforth across the room only three drew head denoted a lack of intellect, and
A restauranton the Bowery, New
blood ; two of them tightly scored the she sued him and got a heavy verdict York, has “seats preserved for ladies.*

ploded.

,
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The Farm os a

It should be considered by farmers
that the farm is a factory, but the majority of farmero do not avail themselves of its advantages in that respect
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How a Humorist's Bose Were

B

ended
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BARTHOLDI’S BIG GIRL.

-

E. ST. JOHN.

The Abilityto Bear Pain
Is

a Canvasser for the Wdl-Dese^vedPromotion of m Railroad
M||I1
Pedestal
__ __
I do wish the washes, washee people
[Chicagotelegram.]
The Bartholdi pedestalfund is nearly comPresident R. R. Cable, of the Rock
of the United States would call a na- plete. The statue has arrived, and soon New
tional convention
launders and York harfior will be graced by the most mag- Island Road, has issued the following
nificentcolossal statue the world has ever
important notice:
laundresses,aifd adopt a uniform style seen.
Mr. E. St John is hereby appointof marking the linen that passes “Xiberty Enlighteningthe World!" What
through their hands. I have suffered a priceless blessingpersonal liberty Is. It Is ed assistant to the General Manager,
the shrine at which people, ground under appointment to take effect July 1. The
much from the diversity of talent dis- the
heel of tyranny in the older worlds,
played in the private marks of Anglo, worship with a fervency that Americanscan general ticket and passenger departGerman, Franco, Hibernian, Chinese, scarcely realize; it Is a principlefor which ments will remain under the jurisdicand American laundries. I am a man Nihilists w.UJngly die the death of dogs; and tion of Mr. St John as formerly,am
fit and proper it is that at the very entrance
not given to novelties. I like variety, of the Bay of News York thia emblematic all communicationsin connection with
those departments should be addressee
but I want it to be the same kind of statue should hash a welcome to the world.
The press is entitled to the credit of this to him as General Ticket and Passenvariety* I do not like to go round the
country lecturing in the guise of the achievement.Mr. Philip Beers, who has been ger Agent"
making a circuit of the country on bebali* of
The above announcement of Mr. St.
tattooed man of Borneo.
the pedestal fund, says that the fund will
Now, when I put on my war paint certainly bo raised, as the Iforld does not John’s promotion will be read with
interest and pleasure by the many who
and sarahed forth to see whom I might know the word fail.
Mr. Beers says that he has found the most
gather the lecture committees in, I had pronouncedgenerosityamong those of for- have become intimate with him during
my scanty store of linen marked with eign birth. They seem more appreciativeof a very long career. He has been assothe real initials of my own honored liberty tban do our native born. Moreover, ciated with the road so long that he is
name — that Mrs. O’Mahony’s husband among some u strange prejudiceseems to ex- always considered a part of the system,
r

The Prejudice* Met by

His SensitiveSoul Harrowed.

Fuad.

of

the teat of fortitude among the Indian tribe*.

But we defy any Cherokee. Sioux, or Comanche
to endttre the twincee of rheumatismwithout
wincing. Theae, Indeed, «• alphis at firit, but
groyr In Intenaityuntil they become unbearable. No malady la more obstina’e In ita maturity tban that which giresrlaeto them. The
more need, then, at attacking It at the onteet.
Foremost among remedies for It la Hoatettor’a
Stomach Blttera,aeler and infinitelymore affective than colchicum, veratrum and nnx vomica, all remedies which might prove destructive
of life In a allahtiy excessive dose. Mineral deparents, also, when not poeltlvely mischievous,
are far Inferior in remedial power to thl* salutary botanic medolne. It entirely expels from
the blood the acrid ImpuHtles which originate
the disease, and enrloh as well as cleanse it.
Constipation,liver complaint,dyspepsia, and
other ailments also give way to it,

The Mules

of

/hops\

MALT
BITTERS.

KMner

win eure any case of Llvef and
troubles whan property taken. It Is a parted
renovator and Invigorator.It cleanses the aya»
It

Kansas City.

Liver ^Id'ne011011"huInor,

Kansas City, with

its many muledrawn conveyances, offers an upusnal
opportunity for the mulologiat Here
he may study the curae-showereA mule

Matter and

rylng away aujrol son o u
the wlood to a

healthy

condltloa,

enrlehlnw it, refreshing and Invigoratiiup
Xlln4 ancfBody. It preventsthe growth t»
Serious VHnees of a Dangeroua Clara off

good, reliable, and ever on time. Mr. at his leisure (the mulologist’s leisure). Diseases that begin in mere trivial ailwas wear- “Prejudlce?In what particular?"
St John entered the railway service in Thereare sleek, happy mules, conserva- ments, and are too apt to be neglected as sueh*
*T
have
ever
found
that
however
meriing to church, and Mile. Celeste might
THOUSANDS OF GARBS
know whose handkerchiefs she stole, toriousa thing may be, thousands of people 1862 ; was clerk in the general ticket tive in their gait and educated to their
will Inevitably be prejudiced against it I
and that Wun Lung might be able to hava spent most of my life on the road, and office and depot ticket agent of the task; there are aristocratic mules with of the worst forms of these terrible diseases
have been aulekly_ relieved and in a short
swear that the collars he offered for I know the Americanpeople ‘like a hook.’ In Quincy and Toledo Railroad at Quincy, legs like those of the Andalusian deer, time perfectly eared by the use of Hope
III,
until
its
consolidation
with
Hie
sale were given to him by his deceased 1879 a personal misfortune illustrated this
and fine nostrils and large, questioning
get Hope
friend, Ram Jam Bang. But did these prevailingprejudice. I was very 111, had suf- Great Western Railroad, when he eyes; there are vulgar mules who turn
founded with Inferfoi
fered for several years with headaohe, fickle assumed a clerkship with that comor prei
of slmllsr
simple marks content the wash ladies appetite, dreadfulbackache,cramps, hoi
in their toes and whose tails are gnawed name. Take NothlnibufHops!
k Malt Bitpany
in
its
general
ticket
department
and the laundry gentlemen? Nay, not head, cold bauds and feet, and a general
in irregular scollops by migratorv ten If you want a sure Ou~ *
so. The first laundry gentleman mark- break down of the system. I dragged my- at Springfield, III, remaining in its ser- vermin; and lost and most to be piteii
HOPS ft MILT BITTERS CO, knar,
ed everything I had with a big black X self back to New York, seeking the best pro- vice until July 8, 1863; on July 4, are the horse-car mules doomed to the
fessionaltreatment It so happens that 1868, and until November, 1864, he was
in indelible ink, save only my— excuse among my relatives is a distinguishedphysilash and coantless up-grades, whose
mv blushes— hose. These daintv little cian who upbraided me roundly for preach- employed as clerk in the general ticket heads hang dejectedly, whose ears
fabrics of silk and worsted, with faint ing so much about my own case. Finally, office of the Chicago and Rock Island quiver not, even at sesquipedalianbias
with some spirit,1 remarkedto him
Railway. Nov. 1, 1864, to Sept. 1, phemy,and whose bone-betrayingflanks
traces of cotton, he labeled by sewing
** 'Sir, you know that much of your proMR. OSCAR CRAIGG Blown up by a Pro*a large white patch about midships on fessional wlsdpm Is pretense. You are con- 1869, he was Chief Clerk in charge of look like the raised maps of Switzermature Blast In the Rosendale Cement
the after part of the veal of the same. trolled by prejudice.You cannot reach a the general ticket department; Sept. 1, land— /Tansas City Tim 68.
Quarry— .DESTRUCTION of an RYK
case like mine, and you know It, can you?’ 1869, he was appointed General Ticket

might know whose

shirt he

i

In

:

,

I

left all these marks on, hoping that,

“ I bad him, and be finally conceded the
point, for it was Bright's disease of the kid-

Agent, and Jan. 1/1879, he was apdained initials, they would content the neys which had prostrated me, and the pointed General Ticket and Passenger
next washer gentleman. But he was a school men admit they cannot cure it Hav- Agent, which position he continuesto
Trojan, and he put on’a mark some- ing cured myself, however, ’In lb7«, and not fill On Saturday, July 4, Mr. St
having seen a sick day since, my relative
thing like the Greek letters phi, psi. finally admitted that Warner’s sate cure, John will celebrate the twenty-second
in connection with the regularlyor-

This was in Philadelphia.
At Pittsburgh I had a round-up of
my linen at the Great Western Satin
Gloss Laundry, where the man with
the indelible ink labeled everything
XO, big and black, and sewed additional patches on my— ahem! hose. I
xiext corralled my things at the establishment of Ping Ping, in Columbus,
Ohio, who stitched in a firecracker joko
in red thread.
We- -I and my herd of linen anc
manuscript— drifted slowly to the

Northwest, and the wardrobe was
watered at a French laundry in Kalamazoo, and branded OHA.
At Minneapolis it went to the hotel
laundry, and came back bearing the
new legend LT, with a lozenge around
it, and with red tags on my s— ks.
This was growing interesting, and when
a brand of blue ink came into the plot
at Council Bluffs and was cast for XO A,
I sat up half the night reading my
things.

I am fond of literature, anyhow, and
when the mental pabulum on my linen
was re-enforcedat Concordia, Kan., by
the addition of VZ in a black circle to
the bill of fare, I began to look about
for a publisher.
At Kansas City Hang Hi worked in a
crazy-quiltstitch on me, and at Decatur, 111., the

launder had a rubber

stamp, the design whereof was a valentine heart inclosing the letters XLX. I
do not know the meaning of the sym-

my age, which
nothing to do with the
age of my wardrobe. This man sewed
white tags on the ears of my st — ck— ings, with the same design printed on
them. At Terre Haute, Ind., they
bol unless

it refers to

certainly has

sewed tags on everything,from withers
to hock, and at Valparaiso they stitched
XVH on the entire
, and at Upper
Sandusky I got NYX inked on every-

-

thing from collar to crupper. At
Beaver Falls, Pa., a Chinese gentleman
embroidered on all my things portions
of a strange, weird alphabet wherever
he could find room for it, and at
Uhrichsville,Ohio, my linen was returned to me with a note stating that
all articles must be plainly marked before they could be received at the
laundry.— R. J. Burdette.

An

—Its SubsequentRemoval by

Important Arrest.

Surgical Operation.

The arrest of a suspiciouscharacter upon
his general appearance, movements,or companionship, without waiting until he has
robbed a traveler, fired a house, or murdered
a fellow-man,Is an important function of a
anniversaryof his connection with the shrewd detective. Even more important Is
which accomplished this result wafc really a
wonderful preparation. Had President But- Rock Island Road. Mr. St. John’s the arrest of a disease which, if not chocked,
ter, of the Central Hudson, used It I am promotion is another illustrationof the will blight and destroy a human life. The
certainho would be alive to-day, for ho could well-known fact that the Rock Island frequent qoush, loss of appetite, general
languor or debility, pallid skin, and bodily
not have been In a worse condition than I
Road appreciates the merits of its of- aches and pains, announce the approach of
was. ”
"I have found similar prejudices among ficials,and gives tangible evidence of pulmonaryconsumption, which Is promptly
arrested and permanently cured by Dr.
all classes concerningeven so laudable a its appreciation.
Pierce's "Golden Medical Discovery.”Fold
scheme as this pedestal fund.
The Right Reverend Bishop Gilmour, by all druggists.
Mr. Beers’s experience and the recent
death of President Rut.er, of the Central- Cleveland, Ohio, is one of the many emiWhen grief comes to an honest man, be
Hudson Railroad,of an extreme kidney dis- nent church dignitarieswho have publicly
usually shows a clean balance-sheet When a
order, proves that the physicians have no
added their' emphatic indoisementto the scamp comes to grief, he usually shows a
real power over such disease,and Indicates
wonderful efficacy of 8t Jacobs Oil in cases clean pair of heels.
the only course one should pursue If, as the
late Dr. Willard Parker says, headache, sick- of rheumatism and other painful ailments.
“I Don’t Want Belief but Cure,”
ness of the stomach, dropsical swellings,
The Capture of New Orleans.
backache, dark and offensivefluids, premais the exclamationof thousands suffering
turely Impaired eyesight loss of strength
From the Century we quote the fol- from Catarrh. To all such we say: Catarrh
and energy occur, for they unmistakably
lowing
from the paper of George W. can be cured by Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy.
Indicate a fatal result if not promptlyarIt has been done in thoutands of cases; why
Cable,
on
"New Orleans Before the not In yours? Your danger is in delay. Inrested.
"Yes, slr-ee, every cent needed for the ped- Capture:” “What a gathering1 The riff- close a stamp to World's Dispensary Medical
estal will be raised. Of couso it will bo a raff of the wharves, the town, the gut- Association,Buffalo, N. Y., for pamphlet of
great triumph for the World, but would it not
this disease.
have been an eternal disgracehad our people ters. Such women— such wrecks of
Them is said to be a great similarity bewomen! And all the juvenile rag-tag. tween
failed to provide for this pedestal?"
a vain young lady and a confirmed
The lower steamboat landing, well drnnkard, in that neither of them can ever
covered with sugar, rice, and molasses, get enough of the glass.
In Teheran.
important.
One of the most common sights in was being rifled.* The men smashed;
the women scooped up the smashings.
When you visit or leave New York City,
the streets of Teheran is a man seated
The river was overflowing the top of
on the pavement against a wall while a
rain-storm began to
barber shaves the crown of his head. the levee.
.
np
threaten.‘Are the Yankee ships in cost of one
milUon dollars, reduced to tl and
The barber’s trade is one of the most
sight V’ I asked of an idler. He pointed upwards per day. European plan. Elevator,
important in Persia. The onstoms enRestaurantsuppliedwith the best Hone cabs
out the tops of their naked masts as stage, and elevated railroad to all depots. Famijoined by the Koran, or religious law,
can live better for lew money at the Grand
make it indispensable that barbers they showed up qpross the huge bend lies
of the river. They were engaging the Union than at any first-classhotel In the city.
should abound in this country. The
Koran makes it honorable for a man batteries at Camp Chalmetto—the old There Is hope for dudes. A French scienfield of Jackson’s renown. Presently tist claims to manufacture artificialbrains.—
to wear a beard, but commands the
that was over. Ah, me! I see them PhUadMphlaCM.
shaving of the head. There • are two
"Pat up" at the Gault House.
now as they come slowly round
great sects among those who accept the
The business man or tourist will find firstSlaughterhouse Point into full view,
Mohammedan faith — the Sheas and the
silent,so grim, and terrible; black with class accommodationsat the low price of |Z
Sunnees. The latter are all Turks, and
and $2.60 per day at the Gault House, Chicamen, heavy with deadly portent; the go, corner Clinton and Madison streets.This
they shave the whole crown, excepting
long-banished Stars and Stripes flying far-famed hotel Is located In the center of the
a tuft in the center by which the archagainst the frowning sky. Oh, for the city, only one block from the Union Depot.
angel may draw them out of the grave.
Mississippi!the Mississippi!Just then Elevator ; all appointments first-class.
But the Persians are Sheas, ana they
Hott k Gates, Proprietors.
here she came down upon them. But
shave the center of the head, from the
Pure Ood-Llver Oil, made from selected
forehead to the neck, leaving a long how! Drifting helplessly,a mass of livers on the sea shore, by Caswell, Hazard
flames.
curl on each side. It is curious to see
k Co., New York. It Is absolutelypure and
'The crowds on the levee howled and sweet. Patients who have tnoe taken It
even little hoys with their heads thus
polished. The Persians consider it a screamed with rage. The swarming prefer Kto all others. Physicians have dedecks answered never a wor4; but one cided It superior to any of the other oils in
great disgrace to lose their side curls.
market
As they all wear turbans, or black, old tar on the Hartford, standing with
Fraser Axle Grease lasts four times as long as
lanyard in hand beside a great pivotconical caps of Astrakhan lambskin,
tny other. Use It; save your hones and wagons.
gun, so plain to view that you could
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jbALYON & HEALYv§<
102 * 164 State Street,
Will

toid you

$3.50
For ii
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hour at which
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like to strike you for $50 to-day,”
said Hardup to young Hyson.

lands.”

'

_

_

R. U.

he rose in the morning gave some color
“By Jove,” said young Hyson, w]
to thisressertion.
Only in afterlife did was a little short himself, “you may
I discover that a two hours' postprandial'it for $20. Give me the money, au»
BiMta ™, not included in that allowance. say where you want to strike me,“
—Gentleman’ 8 Magazine.
Hardup struck out— Bob Burdette.
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"lomlly that he
five hours’ Sleep. The
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THEMAN
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see him smile, silently patted its big
Chapped Hands, Face, Pimples and rough
Skin, cured by using Juniper TaeSoap,made
black breech and blandly grinned.
“And now the rain came down in by Caswell, Hazard k Co., New York.
sheets. About one or two o’clock in
If afflicted with Sore Byes, use Dr. Itaau
the afternoon (as I remember), I being Thompson's Bye Water. Drugglstsselllt.26a
again in the store with but one door ajar,
came a roar of shouting and imprecations and crowding feet down ComHow long Ought a Man to Sleep?
mon
street. ‘Hurrah for Jeff Davis 1;
The latest authority on this vexed
Hurrah for Jeff Davis! Shoot them!
question, Dr. Malms, says that the propKill them! Hang them!’ I locked the
er amount of sleep to betaken by a
door on the outside, and ran to the
man is eight hours. So far as regards
front of the mob, bawling with the rest,
city life the estimate is probably corTRADE
‘Hurrah for Jeff Davis!’ About every
rect. Proverbial wisdom does not
third man there had a weapon out
apply to modern conditions of social and the combination of the two colors
Two officersof the United States Navy
existence. “Five (hours) for a man, imparts to the hair a dark-brownhue.
were walking abreast, unguarded and
seven for a woman and nine for a pig.” The tails and manes of horses are somealone, looking not to rifzbt or left never
says oneproyerb;and a second, quoted times tinged with henna. Those of the
frowning, never flinching,while the
by Mr. Hazlitt in his English Proverbs, roval stables are dyed a beautiful rose
mob screamed in their ears, shook
declares that “Nature requires five; color. The use of red for curtains,
cocked pistols in their faces, cursed and
custom ^ives (allows?) seven; laziness awnings, and umbrellas is forbidden.
crowded and gnashed upon them. So
takes nine; and wickedness eleven.” It is a color reservedin such cases for
JVei/Vtm Opiate, JEtnetk* and FoUon*.
through the gates of death those two
These conclusions were, however, drawn the palace and the King alone. There
men walked to the City Hall to demand A PROMPT, SAFE, SURE CUf
from observationof country life. Phys- are other remarkable restrictions in
the
town’s surrender. It was one of F«r Ow^a, iww Thnat, •oncaaM, lafiaMua*
ical fatigue is more easily overcome every Persian city. No Christian is
Calta. Brmchltla, Cm* Wh«»l»c Coach,
than intellectual.Which of us, when permittedto enter one of the public the bravest deeds I ever saw done.
Aathau,Qalaar, PaiaalaChaot, *<! ofcw
“Later events, except one, I leave to
aftctloaaoMm Throat aa4 Laaga.
traveling in the country or abroad, or baths. These baths are on the plan of
other
pens.
An
officer from the fleet Price gecenta a bottle. Bold by Drunlati and Dealer*. JParUu unable to HidvcttMrdtaUr to promptly
in any way separated from the ordinary what are called Turkish baths in Amerprocessesof thought and anxiety, has ica. The women bathe in the morning, stood on the City Hall roof about to
lower the flag of Louisiana.In the
TEE CIAELZS A. VOOILIV COIPAXT,
not found that he could, without diffi- and the men in the afternoon.After
Soto OvMtt ea4 Maaaadaran,
street beneath gleamed the bayonets of
culty, do with a couple of hours less the bath the bathers lounge in an outer
mirtooco.E«*TtooA 1. A.
a body of marines. A howitzer pointed
sleep than he was in the habit of taking ? room and gossip and smoke. For the
Men. however, who follow any intel- women, especially, the weekly visit to up and another down the street. All
around swarmed the mob. Just then
lectual pursuit are exceptionallyfortu- the bath is like resorting to a woman’s
Situations
Mayor Monroe— lest the officer above
nate if the process of restoration’occupyclub. They take their sewing and em
should
be
fired upon and the howitzers
VALENTINE
BUGS..
JaneavlUe,
less than seven hours. More frequently broidery, and after the bath sit for
open upon the crowd— came out alone
they extend to eight or nine hours. hours chatting, sewing, and smoking
and stood just before one of the howitGrant, I see it stated, took never less the water pipe. When the woman rezers, tall, slender.withfolded arms, eying
than seven hours. Goethe owned to turns home from the bath she is full of
he gunner. Down sank the flag. Caprequiring nine. Soldiers and sailors, the gossip of the neighborhood and has
tain
Bell, tall and stiff, marched oil'
on the other hand, like laborers, do plenty to talk abqut for a week to come.
with the flag rolled under his arm, and
with much less quantity. I am afraid In Turkey all sects can visit the bath,
the howitzers clanking behind. Then
to say how few hours the Duke of but the Persians allow no one to bathe
with them but the faithful followersof cheer after cheer rang out for Monroe.
Wellington regarded as essential.
And now, I dare say, every one is well
schoolmaster under whom, at one time, the Trophy.— Exchange.
pleased that, after all, New Orleans
lever lowered her colors with her own
He Strack the Wrong Man.
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no one would suspect the head to be
shaved until the cap is taken off. Then,
indeed, the appearance of the head is
exceedingly grotesque.It is evident
that the care of the hair is a very important question in Persia. But that
is not all One rarely sees a gray heard
or gray locks in Teheran. Even the
most venerable men have dark or red
hair. The reason is because all, from
the highest to the lowest, dye their
hair. This is done first with henna,
which gives it a reddish tint Many
prefer to leave it thus. But others add
to the henna a second stain of indigo,

Mr. Oscar Cralgg was foreman In a cement
quarry at RoseudAe, Ulster Ca, N. Y. By an explosionone dsy in the quarry he lost an eyo-»
lost It totally. Under an Impression that tbw
matter was leu serious the local physiciantoM
Mr. Cralgg that his eye was not lost wholly, but
could be saved by treatment. The experiment1
was tried and failed. Worse remained behlndJ
for he was In danger of losing the other also,’
through sympathetlo Inflammation. In thl»
straithe consulted Dr. David Kennedy, of Rondout, N. Y., who told him the Injured eye must
be taken out to save the other. To this Mr.
Cralgg demurred, and went back borne in doubt.
His focal physician aaid: “Go to New York." T»
New York the patient went, and qns of the most
eminent oculists in the country, having lookedat the case, said: "You have lost one eys entirely: go hack and do what you can to neve th»
other. ’ BrieflyDr. Kennedy removed the ruined
eve, and treated Mr. Cralgg with "Kennedy’*
Favorite Remedy” to build up his system, and
th<* result was successful.
Dr. Kennedy s great success as a Burgeon 1*
due to the use of Favorite Remedy” In the after
treatment
Are you troubledwith Dyspepsia,Liver Complaint,Constipation, or derangement of the Kidneys and Bladder, then use Dr. Kennedy’s "Favorite Remedy." It will not disappointyou.
Dr. Kenuedy’s FavoriteRemcdy f for aide bw
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Pint Reformed Church, eerrlcee at
and * P-M- *tand»y School
8:80. Weekly prayer meeting wllh the
Third Reformed Church,
on Thursday,
Cl
9:80 a. m.,

$12,000.00

7X0
Hope Reformed Church-Bervicesat
10:80 a. m., and :8«) p. m. Sunday echool

at

7

at 12

m. Rev. Thomas Walker .Tones,

worth of Goods must be sold in order to meet the obligations to creditors.

Pastor. Subjects: Morning, “Thankfulness In prayer. "Evening, "Distorted Scrip-

“UNHEARD OF BARGAINS”

ture and Us destructive effect.” Congregational singing. Opening anthems by
the choir. Weekly praise and prayer
meeting Thursday at 7:80 p.m. All are

•"

welcome.

Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
Uroek, Pastor. Services at 9 :80 a. m., and
2
mtp. m.
•••• . Sunday School at
— - 8:45
--- p.
m - m.
^
—
----at 7 :80.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening

r

* TI

III

Dry Goods,

Clothing, Gouts' Furnishing Goods, and Boots and Shoos.

M

—
#

Subjects: Morning, "The blessedness of
the upright man.” Afternoon, "Religi-

‘

'

U

ous duties
in connection “***
with the Sabdu
bath.”

First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Services at 9:80 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sunday school at 8:45. ‘Subjects: Morning,
wH.v.t’scompanions.”
“ Afternoon,
-------- “The
“mu‘
three elements of a true prayer.” Evening, "The kingdom of brass.”

‘•ChrisT ’

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Services at 9:80 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p. m.

Andj Winter Suits

POWDER

in

In large

PILLS

ever manufactured.

Mr.

Wm.

of

Newton,

la., says:

“My wife has been seriously affected with
a cough fyr twenty-five years, and this
spring more severelythan ever before.
She had used many remedies without relief, and being urged to try Dr. King’s
New Discovery, did so. with most gratifying results. The first bottle relieved
her very much, and the second bottle has
absolutely cured her. She has not bad so
good health for thirty years.” Trial botties free at H. Walsh's D rug Store. Large

concentratedcurative power,
Sarsaparilla the best and

makes Ayer's

cheapest
>t blood purifier

known.

Taste in Jokes.
There are

Eliot says: “A
jokes is very try

and

jokes. George
difference in taste in

jok>*H

ng

to

the

numbers will be sold

EAR/LY

and

Holland, Mich., Jan.

SYMPTOMS OP A

affections, *

which wise expro^.on is put to the test
more frequentlythan yon would think,
if yon didn't take the trouble to think
about it at all. How often has a friend
told yon something t^at he considered
a good joke when the recital has betrayed a lack of sense, taste, or heart
which yon did not suspect before and
which lowered him very much in your
esteem.— Cincinnati Saturday Night

Foub

things are grievously empty:
brains, a wit wit!
rithout
judgment, a heart without honesty, and
a purse without money.— Bishop Earli

at a

great

sacrifice.

GET BEST BABGA.I1TS

Ej.

The Omtsit Medical Triumph of tks Age!

«T.

Harrington.

22, 1885,

TORPID LIVER.!

Lom

of appetite.Bowels coo tire, Pain
the head, with a dill aenaatloa la the
part, _____ __
_ _ _
blade, Fallaeea after eatlne,with a dietocllaatloatei exertion of hody
hody or Bind,
Irritability
ity of temper, Lew eplrlte, with
a feeliagefharlag neglected aeme daty,
Weariness,Dlsalaeaa, Flattering at the
Heart, Beta before the eyes, Headache
over the right eye. Beetleeeaeee, with
fttfal dreama, Highly colored Urlae, aad
J

w

CONSTIPATION.

is

nourished, and

by thotr

T~ale

A«

'•snsMia

torsi.

the store of

wm

Muunm

WYNHOFF

Di ess Goods,

flab

TOM;

Kfeiftat

Celebrated Wooden Dii?e Wells!

AND WOODEN

Skirts, Hosiery,

PU.MP8,

Porcelain-lined,Iron-lined, Maple Cylinder
and ail tbe diflerent kinds of pumps.plpe and iron.

Estimates given for

all

of buildings, fin-

ished and completed.

Table Linens,

Planing and Re-sawing

White Goods,

done on short notice.

Etc., in endless variety.

Stairs,
A

fall

Doors, Blinds,.Momdi
Mouldings,
Brackets, etc.,

have the agency in this city
for the celebrated

MNfe A&8nffM»

made and

furnished.

always on hand.

I

Hand Ruling, Sash

and complete line of

CROCKERY

Secure Healthy

totfaoLtvea
relieve all bib
Joua trouble*

WM

kinds

Now York*

mmui

Manufacturerof

going on in the stock of

at

B.

EL ‘WILIMIS

IP.

Dry Goods & Groceries,

TUTTS HAIR

Gray Hair or Wmsuta changed to a
tiLOsar Black by a stogie application of
this DTK. It imparts a natural oolor, nets
---- ‘y Druggists,or

HUNTLEY,

JAS.

Genuine Cyclone

TUTT’S PILLS are especiallyadapted
to each cases, one dose effects each a
change offeellngasto astonish theaufferer.

size $1.00.
Its hifghly

COIMIIE

-A.3STD

25 YEAWS IN UtE«

Discovery.

Thomas,

Winter Dress Goods, new Style Prints, i Dress Patterns.

H-A-TS
TUTTS

George Campbell, Hopkinsville,Ky.,
says: "Burdock Blood Bittersis the best
preparation for the Blood and btomach

A Gnat

Ladies are invited to call and examine the stock of

Absolutely Pure.

This powder never varies.A marvel of purity.
Jrength and wtaoleaomeness.More economical
Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T. than the ordinary Unde, and cannot be sold in
George, Pastor. Services at 10X0 a. m., competition with the mnltitnde of low test, short
and 7:30 p. m. Sunday school at 12 m. wcigh^alnm or phosphatepowders^Sold onJjr to
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.
Subjects: Morning, “A good conscience.”

Evening, “The employmentot Saints
Heaven.

Qxeatly Reduced Prices.

of Clothes at

Office and Shop on Riuer street,
near the corner of Tenth street,

JAS.

A head without

Holland, May

Needle Gas Lamp.

HUNTLEY.

27, 1888.

ty,

ip

Silt Farmers need except "money,
and that' .you
.
can make by baying of me as
MlI will sell
« very reasonable. Fair aeafins and goo 'I good I

.....

i

COMB AND BEE MB.
PETER li. WILMS.
Holland, April », 1866.

These lamps are a great im
provement on all other lamps
IN
!
noth as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
Frederiksen & Co., Prins & Zwanehburg
which they give. Call and
offer to sell to the public 34,000 acres of land in the counties
see them.
\ of Renville, Kanaiyohi and Chippewa in Minnesota. The
Goods delivered free of charge, lands are only about 100 miles west of St. Paul and Minne-

DUTCH SETTLEMENT

CUef-Jnstke Marshall
John Marshall, the most eminent of
the Chief-Justices of the Supreme
Court, was as simple as a child. His
manners were rustic, and he was too
to trouble himself about his

MINNESOTA

iy, do you know,* said a Virginia
gentleman to a young man from ___
Boston, *1 have met Marshall carrying his
B. WYNHOFF.
tpolis, is finely adapted to Agriculture, the breeding of catdinner through the streetsof Richmond
Holland,June 14, 1888.
in an open basket!"
le, and lies only from 3 1:2 to 7 miles from the well settled
As this act did not seem degrading to
Splendid
Bargain.
places of Olivia, Renville, and Sacred Heart, on the Chicago,
the young man, who had often seen
Will aell dwelling house consisting of seven
Boston merchants doing the same thing,
rooms in good repair,also onthonse of 14xtt feet, Milwaukee
St. Paul railroad, and only from 8 to 12 miles
at a bargain . Reason
too fsr away from my place
the Virginianwent further.
of business. House and lot located on Ninth 8t.
from the stations, Wilmar, St. Johns, and Kerkhaven, on the
“Yea, air," he continued, with embetween Pine and River streets.
phasis; "and I have seen that man
J. R. KLEYN.
competing line of the St. Paul, Minneapolis & Manitoba R. R.
creeping on his hands and knees, with
The price is from $6 to $8 per acre, easy terms, interest at 7
a straw in his mouth!"
per cent. All agriculturalproducts, which are raised in Iowa
The Bostonian was a little startled
to hear this, of a man who wore the
thrive upon these lands ana compare favorably with any prosilk gown of a Chief-Justice with such
ducts raised in this country, and, being raised near large
dignity. But when he knew the exhas just received a large stock af the latest
planation, his admiration for the great
styles of Ladies' and Gentlemen'!
cities, command a high price.
and coal can be had cheap.
lawyer waa intensified.
will help, financially, during the first years, the building
In those days, the game of quoita
was popular in the South, and Marshall
of Churches and the paying of salaries to ministers.
waa very fond of playing it . When
In Olivia, Mr. T. Haan, our agent, will
these
in
disputes arose, as they did constantly,
lands free to all
desire to look
over, and as he
it was necessary to measure the distamong which are the celebrated
ances of the quoits from the hub. As
keeps a hotel, will accommodate landseekers at* a low rate.
a straw was commonly at hand, it was
The undermentioned gentlemen have seen our lands: Rev.
used as the instrument of measuring.
Whatever Marshall did he did
lid thorthe
G. Hoeksema, pastor Muskegon; J. G. Van Putten, merchant,
oughly. He shirked none of the duties
Holland;
C. Walsh, druggist and miller, Holland; F. I.
of the game, and would as soon get
Walsh, Holland; Antony Wiersema, mail clerk, Holland; C.
down on his hands and knees to meatare a quoit's distance from the hub aa
Blom, merchant, Holland; W. H. Rogers, editor, Holland; C.
ait down on the court bench.
Solid Gold and Plated Chains.
Repairing promptly and neatly Dok, butcher, Holland; all of
have seen the land to
Onoe, while the Chief-Justice was redone
Ladies'
and
Gents'
Lockets,
turning from holding court in North
their entire satisfaction,and have given us permission to pubCarolina,he became
me absorbed by some
Silverware, Platedware,
lish that they find the foregoing* to be true, and that they
knotty question of law.
law. Suddenly he
found himself halted by a small tree,
will
ve full information.
Jewelry and Clocks.
which his careless driving had allowed
ifirstclass return tickets
Chicago, Milwaukee,
to get between the front wheel and the
1 also keep on band a full Hue of
NO.
46,
EIGHTH
STREET.
Orange
City,
to
lands,
we
sell for ten dollars
body of his buggy.
Seeing a negro working in an adjoinE. HEROLD. only. Excursions will leave these places under our
ing field, he called to him to bring an
Holland, Mich., March 18, 1884.
tickets
Holland, Muskegon,
axe and out the tree down.
"Massa," said the wiser black man,
Grand
and Grand Rapids for seventeen dollars only.
My stock of
"dor’s no ’casion to cut down dat tree;
Go and judge for yourself. Write or apply to
jist yon back do buggy and yonll be all
right." •
CO.,
is unsurpassedIn this city.
RQMLnf,FuiBCiit
The Chief-Justice,pleased at the
good sense of the negro, felt in his
Particular attentionJi called to the fact
NavyClippiDB
pocket, but finding no silver, told him that all my goods afe first-classand are
S.
that he would leave him something at •old at low prlcea.
and Snuffs
St. 8t. Prnil,
the tavern near by. When the negro
For
infonnation,
apply
to
Isaac
Marsilje
and John C.
applied, a dollar waa handed him.
*Do you know who left this dollar
Post, Esq., at Holland,
Garvelink at Or
for
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Best

the

World.

H. WYKHUYSEN

HEROLD,

Wood

We

BOOTS & SHOES

show

who

them

GROYERHiNDSEVED

W.

SHOKS.

whom

CALL AND SEE US.

from

and

Spectacles!

-

our

own

from

management. Return
Haven

SILVEBWARE

FREDEEICKSEN &

and

rants & ZWABEHBTOa,

388U

Jan

Glas, 151 S. Rose St„ Kalamazoo;
Mich.; C.

Van

town, Mich

;

Okrk U.

Albert

OUawo

^

Loo, Zeeland, Mich.; C. Joldersma, Ji

or to S. Wesselius, attorney, Grand

